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FOREWORD

Praise be to Aliah, the Creator of the universe, most beneficent and
merciful who had deputed his beloved ProphetpBuH and his Caliph
Imam MahdiAS, the Promised one for the suidance of the created
beinss.

Allamah Shamsi Research Academy was established in July
2002 with the important objectives of protection, preservation and
publication of the r.reatises authored by -y grand father Hz. Bahr-ul-
uloom Allamah Sged Ashraf SAcm.tiRH, as per his desire expressed in
his Will. So iar the Academy has brought our thirteen books, by the
grace of Allah, the Almighty. Now, on the 77th death anniversary of

Allamah Shu-rinll rxi'e are pleased to present the fourteenth book Al,

Aqaid (third & fourth part- English version) which has been rendered
into English by Hz. Syed Yakoob Roshan Yedullahi the author of 

"The

Promised One".

The English version of the first two parts of Al-Aqaid was
already translated by Janab Shaik Chand Shajid, was published by the

Academy in Vlarch 2004. These first two parts were compiled by the
author for chiidren in the form of Question & Answer. However, the
topics covered briefly in first and second part have been elaborated in
the third and fourth part, which would be useful for the scholars as well

as the younger generation who are eager to enrich their knowledge in
religious matters.

I am immensely grateful to Hz Syed Y.koob Roshan

Yedullahi, who has spared his precious time and taken pain to translate

the book, despite his personal engagements.

This book is published beseeching blessings of Allah for nry beloved

daughter Sgeda Asma Bcno rvho left us at a very young age. I request

the readers to pray for her salvation.

May Allah bless us with his guidance and beneficence!

26th Muhurram 7426 AH
8th March 2005

Syed Yadullah Shajee Yadullahi

Founcler & President
(Allamah Shamsi Research Academy)
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Translator's Note

\r' i th the grace of Allah sr.rbhanu-o-Ta'la this humble servant i.e. Syed
Yakoob Roshan Yedullahi S/o. syed Najamuddin Allah Baksh Miyan
S/o. Syed Yakoob Roshan N,liyanRH of Nallaguua, Sec'bad was abl..
t, cornplete the translation of the second bo,rk of Hz. Allama SyecJ
Ashraf shamsiRH i.e., rhe Al-Aqaid part,l l l , IV. Earlier this humbre
scrvant had translated one of the most important books of the community
written by Bahr-ul-Uloom Hz.. sharnsiRH under the tit le of 

'Tanveer,ul,

Hidaya', which was published by the Mahdevia Research & charitable
, Foundation (N4RCF) durins the year 2004 A.D.

The translation of Part I & II oi the Al,AqairJ was done by
Janab Shaik Chand Sajid M.A, M.phil anri was published by the
Markaz-e-Anjuman-e-Mahdavia. In the year 2004 it was reprinted by
the Shamsi Acaclemy.

In view of the fact that, the present generation and the
generations to come as well as the people of the community n'ho have
settled abroad are at ease with English language onry, it v,as f.'lt
necessary that the basic literature of the community should be renderecl
into English. This language is having the advantage of being the medium
of international communication; hence it is necessary to publish our basic
literature in it to atrract attention of the vast majority of the people u,ho
read and understand Englislr easily. The Translation of this book v,as
taken up on the request of Mr. syed Yadullah Shajee (the Founcler
President of the Allama Shamsi Research Academy).

I am thankful to Hz. Syed Jafer Sacliq and Mr. Shaik Chancl
sajid who have helped me in the proof reading and al.so advised me
suitably. I am also thankful to MRCF for provicling the typing facil i t ies
and type setting, etc. for printing of the bc,ok. I am also thankful to Mr.
syed Mubarak Atif *'ho had put in his trcst efforts in ryping and [_vp",
sct t i r rg , ' l  the b.o[ i .

Like Tanveer-ul-Hida1'a. Al-Aqairl al.s,r is a scholarly rlraltecl
book. Its Urdu itself is diff icult to rcad or understand b1, the present rla_v
Urdu reading peol-rlg. Horvever. this humble sen.;rnt ',as able to rlo it
onll '  x' i th divine h"i1,. v,urely aiming r. hti ir rhe community herc



and expecting eternal benefit in the Hereaher. It rr, i l l  not be out.i prlace

to mention here that, some organizations l ike the Tanzeem-e-\lahdetia.

\lahde"ia Research & Charitable Foundation and the \larkaz

Anjuman-e-Mahdavia etc are making efforts to present l i terature rn

English. Now, Allama Shamsi Research Academy has also joined this

field. I hope that Allah Subhana-o-Ta'la u'ould take this work on a

larger scale through this academy in future. Ameen...!

--Syed Yakoob Roshan Yedullahi.
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Author 's  Note

I  the humble sen'ant  o i  A l lah,  Sged Ashral  b in Syed Al i  l , in

Allama Haiiz Mouli 'r Sgcd Athru.fRtl subrnits that, in the first ancl

second par ts  of  the booklet  Al -Aqaid,  I  have kept  in  v ieu, that  the

topics should be ea.sil l '  unrlerstood by the young one s. Further, the

issues relating to the Faith in general may become by heart to thern.

Therefore, I have not discussed about those issues nor I have gone into

details of proof of those issues. Sim1,l1,, I havc statecl the Faith. Now. I

have star ted the th i rc l  par t  of  the.Al 'Aqaid.  In  th is  booklet ,  Ihave kept

in mind to explain the issues, u,hich have been stated in the first part, if

not in full details, at least in generai so thai the students rna]

understand the issues rvith reference to proof and evidences given in this

booklet. This would help them to stucly ancl understand other detailecl

specific books on those issues. J'his booklet may also help the students

who are having the abil ity of 
'Moulti 'standard 

and are intending ro

appear for'Alim'courses. As far as possible, I have written this booklet

in simple language and have kept this in vien'. t i l l  the end.'Horvever, in

respect of certain cr-,mplicated issr-res. in spite of this, there is a necessity
of detailcrl explanation. This booklet contains one preface and seven

chapters. I prav Allrth that this booklet mav be useful fc,r the students

ancl a source of salvation for me in the Hereafter.

9l{tt Fry g !#> 'a.q d! Vt .-.$t' h r



Preface

Clause 1:  The Fai th o l : the theologians (mutahal l imeen) is  that  the

r i r r iverse ( 'A lam) is  newly created (* , ' :b) .  I t  meanr that  th is  universe

n'as not  in  ex is tence l :e fore.  and then Al lah Subhana-o-T 'a la af ter  a

Jong time had created it. The theologians call the new creation as the

timely creation (dh-rcr":b; Lrecause, rvith them it is an admitted fact

that Allah Subhana-o-T'olo is the only competent authority, v'ho i l

u' i l ls, then He u'ould create anci if He is not v' i l l ing it woulc-l not

happen. When a doer (of this type) does something, then that creation

would be a timelv creation (*'/bje'rb;. Thus, the universe with the

theologians is the timely creation (3kjc'rrb; and its Creator is havrng

fu l l  author i ty  (Fo '11a1-e-Mukhtar)  and He is  .4 l lah Subhana-o 'T 'a lu,

a lone.

Clause 2: The exi.stence is of tu'o tvpes: One is mandatory by nature

(Wajib-uz-Zaal) and the other is irossible t- 'r istence b-u- nature

(!vlumkin-uz-Zaat). The mandatory existence is thtit x'hich exists [r,v

itself . That means it is not in need ,,f anv erternal agency for its

existence. The possible existence is that which dc,es not exists in self,

but is dependent on external help for its existence. The one which is

mandatory in exi.stencc is Allah Subhana-o-T"a/o ancl the thing, u'hich

is having possible existence, is other rhan Allah i.e., the universe. Thus.

a thing, which is mandatory. cannot become possible, because these two

are opposites and the combination of opposites ir false. The gist is that

the unive rse is a creation with the theologians (Ilutakall ime cn ) ancl

Ahlc-Sunnal  and i ts  Creator  is  Al lah Subhana-o-T 'a la u 'ho is  the

competent  , ruthol i ty '  for  act ion.

The issue relating to creation oi the univt:rse needs c,rmplicated,

diff icult and cletailed statements and this l;ooklet is not capairle of such

a study. Thus, those who are interested in these issue.s may refer to the

deta i led l rooks on rhetor ic  ( l lm-c-Kolun) .
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Chapter-l
(The Essence of Bari.e-T'ala and His Attributes)

Clause 7: The mandatory existence i.e., Ban-e-T'ala is not a

combination (Murakkib). Since, a thing u'hich is a combination i.s

dependent on its compounding parts and the one u'hich is dependent

would become a possible (Mumkin). Thus' if the Essence (Zaat) c'f

Bari-e-T'ala were a combination, then it t* 'ould become a possible

existence.

Clause 2: The non-existent ( 'adm) would never occur to the Essence

of Ban-e-T'ala because, if non-existence occurs to Him, then Flis

existence would be dependent on the reason for the non-existence- A

thing dependent for its existence on external agency *ould beconle

possible (.Mumkin). Thus, Bari-e-T'ala v'ould also become dependent

for his existence and would become possible in existence, u'hich is false.

Clause 3, The rnandatory existence (\\''a.iib-LtI-u'aiood) u'ould be

mandatory in all aspects. Because, if i ts manciate is depcndent ol) some

positive or negative eviclence then unti l the proof of the positit 'c evir. lettce

or the rejection of the negative evidence is produced the mandate of

Bari-e-T'ala would not be proved. In that case, the manrlatory existence

would not remain mandatory but u'ould become possible, u'hich is false.

Clause 4: The mandatory existence is only One Etsence (Zaat) i.e..

Altah Subhana-o-T'ala, because if there were two mandatory existence

then. there wil l be a partnership (J!P') between two of them i.e., the

combination of them *ould be mandatory. Then' it u'ill be necessarl'

that there should be some specific reason to distingpis| between them,

Thus, this specific reason (Amar'e-khass) would l:ecome the reai

manciate (Ann-wajub), it u'ould be a part of i i , or it u'oulcl be a joining

force. If i t v'ere the real martdate then, the matter, v'hich is t lte reason

for distinction betveen them would become common among them, ancl

there wil l be no distinction [etrveel thern. And if i t rvcre t6 be a 1r.irt,

then it would become the combination of real mandate. l\4ore,rver. if i t
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were to be the necessity of mandate, then because the mandate is

common among these two, it wil l become the mandate itself and thus it

vould be the specific order for the combination. In this case also, there

would be necessity of another order of combination. Then, the same

order would have to be repeated and a third specific order x'ould be

required. Thus, the issue on which the specific order is dependent which

is common necessarily, it requires continuity. Hence, all t l iese three

conditions are false. If that specific ord*r wer" in between (mabain) the

mandates, then the Er"enc" of Waiib-e-T'ala would be a combination

("Murakkib) in between the mandates (nabgan-e'u,aiub), and then this

possibil i ty would also become falst . The result is that the multiplication

of the mandatory existence is false.

Clause 5: The scholars and the theologians are having the consensus on

the issue that the Creator of the universe i.e., Ban-e-T'ala is cxisting

and is 
'One'. 

This existence (\Vaiood) is the existence. u'hich is

opposite to non-existence ('adm) and this Oneness (V'ehdat) is meant

for the oneness, which is opposite of plurality (Kcsrtrl) '  This is the

belief of all the scholars. But, the sect of Malahidah had made a

strange statement, the gist of which is that Allah Subhana-o-T'ala is

the source of everything and He exists and is 
'One' (Wahid).

However, this existence is not the opposite of non-existence and this

Oneness is not the opposite of plurality (Kasral). Rather ,41lah

Subhana-o-T'a1a is the source (Mobdc) of all the opposites and is the

source of other than Him self (Ma'-Siua). He is the source of singular

and plural and is the Creator of the existent and non-existent. The ,-,ne,

which is opposite to existence, is neither mandatory (Waitb) nor

possible (Mumkin) or impossible (Mumtenah)' Because, all these

things are opposite to each other and He is the Creator of the ogrp6sites

also. Wisdom cannot reach to Him because He is the Creator of the

wisdom and also the Creator of the things which wisdom creates. When

th is  is  the real i ty  of  Al lah Subhana-o-T 'a lo then,  He is  nei ther  ex is t ing

nor non-existing, He is neither singular nor plural also He is neither

mandatory (Waiib) nor possible (Mumkin)I. The scholar 
'Iusi ' 

in



)

'Naqd-e-mahssc/' 
has stated that, 

"This 
sect, has exaggerated about the

reality of Ban-e-T'ala, to the extent that the human wisdom cannot

realize it. This author (\.e. Allama Shamsi) says that the Malahidah

have done a great job by including everything, u'hich is impossible

(Mumtena') and non-existent ( 'Adm-e-Mahez) and opposite to the

existent in the creations of Bai-e-T'ala! 
'One 

has to ueep on this

wisdom and understandinq.'

Clause 6: Regarding the statement that ,411ch Subhana-o'Ta'ia rs

neither having body nor He is having physical attributes. As it is an

accepted fact that the body is a combination, the scholars say that the

body is the combination of the matter and the shape (Srrral). A few

scholars and theologians are of the view that a body is the combination

of very thin and small particles. Evidently every combination

(Murahhib) is dependent on its particles and also needs an activator

(Fa'gal). As such, every combination would be achieved only when its

parts are available and there is somebody to arrange them in proper

order. Thus, every combination is dependent upon its particles and the

activator (Fa'gal). Therefore, when Allah is considered to be having a

body, which v,i l l  become a combination that needs particles and the

activator, and when it is dependent, it would become possible and hence

it is false, because AIIah Subhana-o-T'ala is not dependent, He is

independent. It is mentioned in the Holy Quran that

gt,'i'ill g',l J tJdl dt 
,."., All of you are dependent and Allah is

independent. Thus, .41iah Subhana-o-T'ala is not a body. Allah

Subhana-o-T'ola is not physical because of the reason that the body is

a combination and the combination is a thing, which has its parts, and

body is also a part. When it is proved to be false that Allah Subhana-

o-T'ala is not a body then, it is also false to say that body is part of

His reality. Because, in that condition the Essence of Ban-e'T'alo

would be dependent and this is false. Thus, it is also false that Ban-e-

T'ala is physical. From our statement, it is evident that the Estence of

Bari-e-T'ala is not a combination but it is pure and unmixed (Baseet).
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Clause 7: The Essence of Bari-e-T'ala is not dependent on an]'

abode (Makan\, For this there are tvo reasons:

o The first reason is that if the Essence r: 'f Bai-e'I 'alc wc,uld be in

an abode, then it would be confined (Mutanahi) and a thing which

is l imited and confined v'ould also hate a shape, but the acceptance

of shape would lead to acceptance of phvsical existence. Since, it is

already proved that the body or phvsical existence of Ban-e'T'alc it

false. Hence, His being in an abotle wouid also be false.

r The second reason is that when a thing is in an abode, then its one

end would be differentiated from the other. A thing of which one

end is different from the other would also be a combination. Thus,

when the Essence of Ban-e-T'cla would be in an abode, it v'ould

be a combination and in the previous clause, it is provecl that the

combination of Essence of Bari-e-T'a1a is false. Hence, His being

in an abode is also faise.

Clause 8: The Essence oI Bari-e-T'ala is not combined to anvthing,

because, if the Essence of Ban-e-T'ala is comL,ined (Nluttahcd) tvith

anything then, after joining with other thing if both the things are in

existence then, the combination wouid not be prov"d. If both the things

become extinct (Ma'doom), then also the joining rvould not exist since

after their extinction a third thing would emerge. And that thing would

be a combination and the comlrination of t]re Essence of. Bari-e-T'ala is

proved as false. If out of the two things, one exists and the other is

extinct, then there cannot be a combination betr.veen the existing ancl

non-existing things. Hence, Allah Subhanu-o-T'ula is not a

combination of anything.

It may be noted that the theologians of ancient t imes such as 
'Frir-

Klror-,Moss' and the Christians are of the view that, Allah Subha,ra-, '-

T'ala can combine with certain things. T'hey say that the Essence ,rf

Bari-e-T'ala is combined with Hz. /taAS. So-" Malahidah also ' i .-v

that the servant of Allah (Bandah\ can also combined with -'{114h. C,,d

Forbid! All these things can be rejectecl uith our earlier statements.
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Clause 9: The Essence of Bari-e-T'a1a is Eternal. The Eternal is that,
which has no beginning and the creation (Haares\ is that which has its
beginning. Thus, these two things are opposite to each other and it is
impossible of their being together. Thereiore, the theologians have srated
that the Essence of Ban-c-T'ala is not sub;ect to occurrences
(Hawadith).

Clause 10: Allah Subhana-o-T'ola does not feel sorry or pained for
any reason. The scholars accept that Allah visualizes the enjoyment of
joy and wisdom. However, the theologians do not accept this, Lrecause
the enjoyment and sorrov' are the qualit ies of temperament (Mizaj) and
the temperament is related to the body or phvsique. The Essence,
which is not having body or physique, would also not have the
temperament Therefore, for him there cannot be an1.. sorrow or pains

Clause 11: Allah Subhana-o,T'o1a is devoid of the directions (rehet).
But the Mujjasimah and Karramia sects have proved directions for
Allah Subhana-o-T'ala. Mohammed lbn-e-flaizem from Kanamia is
of the view that, Allah Subhana-o-T'a/a is over rhe Enrpyrean ('Arsh)
direction and his other followers are of the view that Allah Subhana-o-
T'ala is on the Empyrean and this is the belief of Mujjasima also.

\ The Faith of the Sunnis is that, the belief of these secrs is wrong,
because lf Allah Subhana-o-T'ala is in a direction, then his Essence
would be divided and would be having a shape also and therefore his
physical body would become necessary. When the body and physique is
false, then the direction for Him would also be false.

Clause 12: Allah Subhana-o-T'ala is not having the quality of
ignorance (Jahel) and lying (Kizb). As by, the evidences relaring to the
wisdom ('Aqli) and the tradition (rVcqii) it is already proved that
Al lah Subhana-o-T 'a la is  having fu l l  knowt:dge of  ever l rh ing and as
Allah Subhana'o-T'ala has created everytiring and creates everything,
then (it is to be considered that) unless l le knr-,rvs about a thing, how
can He create it) Thus, Allah Subhana-o-T'aia is not ienorant. IJe is
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also not a l iar, because lying is the negative quality (.Nuqsacn). Since,

AIIah Subhana-o-T'ala is free from all negative qualities and hence He

is also free from lying. Th'.rs, all His messages and the promises and

verdicts are True. Whatever He has promised to the believers would

definitely occur in the Hereafter. About the disbelievers, the punishment

of the Hell f ire as promised by Him, would come true. It is possible

that, the punishment indicated for the believers may be forgiven by

Allah, because, forgiving the sins of the obedient believers, would be

better than revenge. Moreover, forgiving amounts to surrendering of His

right (to punish) and also an exhibit ion of mercy towards the sinners.

Thus, (in this condition) occurrence against the promise is desirable.

Clause 73: Allah Subhana-o-T'ala is knowledgeable (H" knows
l .  , r -  t (

ever,v th ins) .  Thus,  Al lah.uy,  df  t ) \ t 'J  i . . . , ' ,4 /1ah has the

knowledge of everything'. The Philosophers (Hukma) say rhat Allah

Subhana-o-T'a/a has the fundamental and general knowledge (Kulliat)

but, does not have the knowledge of particulars and materials. Certain

atheists say that Allah Subhana-o-T'ala does not know anything. Th"s.

people are all idiots (-4hmag), because Cod forbid, they feel that in

this quality the Essence (Zaat) of Ban-e-T'a1o is worst than the lowest

category of the animals. This is so, because, every animal has the

knowledge of comfort and pain and its soul can recognize these things!

Allah Subhana-o-T'ala knows all the things either apparent or hidden.

Thus. in the Holy Quran Allah says

65t('Jt J t+lt dt _f.l l ldJl t d.tJldJt * ,,4t_hashar-22, 
and if i t is

presumed that, He does not know a thing then, that thing coulcl not

have come into existence, since the creation of a thing depends on its

knowledge. For instance, the carpenter cannot create a chair and a table

unless he has the image of such things. Every artisan has this similarity.

At first he has imagination of the article and then he creates it.

Similarly, the Creator of thc universe knows everything and then, He

creates it. Thus, the Creator of every.thing has the knowledge of

everything. The net result is that the creation and the knowledge are

inter-dependent. That is, one w'ho is the Creator would also have the
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knowledge of the creation. Sin.e AIIah Subhana-o-T'ala is the Creator

of evervthing, He is having the knowledge of all the things.

Clause 14,:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::Alloh Subhana-o-T'ala is Omnipotent. it is evident from

the Holy Quran that Allah Subhana-o-T'o1ri is having the authorit l '  on

everything. Thus. All,th .uyrls F Js -ttr '  'r iJt ;t. ln rhis H,,ly

verse, the word 
'Shoi' 

means the possible (I(umkin). 
' fhat 

means

.trl lah Subhana-o-T'ala has the authority rin the possifrle. Thus, the

authorit-v x'oulcl be on a thing, which is ;,ossib,le. A thing which is not

possibie, it has to be taken that it is not desired. It ma1' be noterl that.

the meanings oi 
'qadir' (authority) are'mouthr' (effective) and since the

universe is possible, it depends upon the effect, because, if there is no

effect. then. the universe would not come into eiistence. The mouthr

has two meanings. One is that the effect would definitely appear, for

instance, heat from the fire and cold from the ice. The second is that,

the effect of it ivould not necessarily appear, for instance, a wil lful doer

when intends to do something he does it and rr4ren he does not intend

to do it, he would not. The first mouthr (effect) is known as the

rnotivated doer Fagal-e-mo'ajib and the sccond is known as the s'i l l ful

actor (Foyti l-c'Mukhtar). The philosophers (Hukma) sav that. Allah

Subhana-o-T'a1a is the motivated doer. That means, definitely act

would occur through him. The truthful (,4hle-haq) say that Aliah is the

rvil l ful doer (Fa'gal-e-lVuqttar) i.e., whenever He Wills He acts. There

is no need of Asr (effect) to motivatc Him. Ho**:,rer, at t imes he would

not allow His own lsr (effect) to occur. In the first belief. (i.e.,

Fa 'gal -e-mo'o i i6)  thcre is  ev idence of  b inding.  Hence,  the people of

Haq hare rejected it. Thus, the correct (belief) is that Alla.h Suhhano-

a-T 'a la is  the Fr 'yn l -e-Muqt tar  (wi l l fu l  doer)  and th is  is  the bc i ie f  of

Ah Ie -Junna t .

Clause 15: AIlah Subhunrt-o-T'ala is Omnipotent on all that is

possible. In the universe, everything exists because of the Authority and

Omnipotence o[  Al lah S&hana-o-T 'a la anel  Al lah,  Subhr ina-c ' -T 'a la is

permanentlv omnipotent for thc creations. If i t is preslimetl that the
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crear.ion of the universe carries some other reason along with ,4lloh

Subhana-o-T'c/4, then it would be false. There are many reasons for

this being false.

a. The first reason is that everything other than Allah is possible

(Mumkin). The thing, which is possible, depends on some

activator for its existence. A thing which is non-existent

(Ma'doom) by itself would not have the capacity to become

the reason for the creation of the universe.

b. The second reason is that, if a possible (Mumkin) thing

becomes the partner with Allah Subhana-o-T'ala for the

creation of the universe, then the omnipotence (Qudrat) of

AIIah Subhana-o-T'ala would become equivalent to the

Authority (Qudrat),rf the possible thing.

c. It would be higher or lower

In the first condition the mandatory existence and the possiLle

existence would become equivalent and this is false. In the second

conditi<rn, AIIah Subhana-o-T'ala does not need help of a possible

thing. In respect of the third condition, the Essence of the Ban-e-T'ala,

in comparison to a possible being, would become imperfect, because

when a possible being becomes more powerful than the mandatory one,

His submission would be ne.errary and He would becorne dependent

on a possible being. The on", who is dependent, v'ould be a possible

being only. 
' l 'hus, 

the Essence of Ban-e-T 
'a1c 

would also become

possible, which is false. Hence, the mandatory existence, i.e., Ban-e-

T'ala is not in need of any assistance from outside.

Cfause 16: The Will and Intent oI Bari 'e-T'ala: Tlrc rneanings oi

Will and Intent are that, in between two possibil i t ies preference i '  to be

given to any one. For instance, if a traveler happens to reach to a P'int

where in front of him there are two ways, which may lead to his

destination and he is competent to select anyone. it is possible for hinr

to walk on either of the two 'd/ays. However, out o{ these t\x c}

possibil i t ies he preferred one i.e., of these two he adopted one v'av-
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Thus, this preference is his intent and will. As the Omnipotence is the

Attribute ol Allah, similarly Intent and Will are also His Attributes.

With this, Allah Subhana-o-T'ala prefers the occurrence of any one of

the possible. Due to this, that possible would come into existence.

Moreorrer, the reason for such preference is only the inventive skill of

Allah (hikmat-e-llahi). Because, His action is free from need.

Clause 17: Allah Subhana-o-T'o/c is the Creator of everything r.e.,

Allah Subhana-o-T'ala has Created everything, whether material or

immaterial (Maadi-wa-Chairmaadi). Thus, AIIah in the Holy Quran

,uy, o,lJteli GJ,F dt- rt l ldl l i .e., there is no god, sare AIIah

and He is the Creator of everything. With this Agat, it is evident that,

everything, other than AIIah is created u'ith the Omnipotence will and

intention ol Allah. Imam Cazali has stated that, 
"it 

is mandatory

(Wajib) to have the belief that the actions of the servants of Allah are

the products of the intent and omnipotence (lrada-o'Qudrat) of Allah

Subhana-o-T'a/o and that the seryants of Allah have simply acquired

(lhtkaab) the deeds." When these deeds are attributed towards the

servants of Allah then. it would be said that, the servant of AIIah have

earned those deeds. When, the acts are diverted towards Allah

Subhana-o-T'a/a then, it would be said that AIIah Subhana-o-T'ala is

the Creator of such deeds. The Mo'tazelah and the Shi' is are of the

opinion that, the servants of Allah Subhana'o'Tal'a (human beings)

are the creators of their own deeds. However, they do not consider that

the servant himself, his potency, authority, intent and his will all are

produced wth the Intent and Omnipotence of Allah Subhana-o-T'ala.

In that situation, all the actions of the servants would be having link

with the Omnipotence of Allah Subhana-o-T'ala. AIIah Subhana-o-

T'aIa in the Holy Quran has expressed this view in detail by saying
/ . r

that dJHl' Jrl irt i .e., 
"AIIah 

has created you and your deeds."

Imaan Cazal i  in 'Quua'ad-u l -Aqaid '  has stated that ,  
' the 

bel ie f  of  the

philosophers (Hukma) is also nearer to the belief of the Mo'lazelah' .

The Research scholar 
'Dawani' 

i .e., Allama-Jalaaluddin Dawani in
'Shara-e-Aqaid-e-lalaali '  has discussed on this view of Imam Cazali



saying that, his statement apparently seems so, but, it is not his Faith'

Because,  v . , i th  the statement  of  SheiAh-ur-Ragees Bu-Al i - lbn 'e-Sinc

vhich is mentioned in 
'Sha/a' 

it is evident that for all the incidents

(creat ions)  Al lah Subhana-o 'T 'a la is  the Act ivator  (Fo 'gal ) .

in my opinion, the research scholar Dautani has simply crit icized

unnecessarily the statement of Huiiat-ul-lslam in support of the

Hukrna. 
-fhe 

fact is that u'hatever Imam Calzali has said is true,

because, when we sec Sha/c and Isharoal it is evident that, Allah

Subhana-o-T',:14 has only created the i irst u'isdom (Aqual-e-Auual).

The first wisdom has created the second one and the sky of the skies

(Falak-ul'Altaak). And dre second Wisdom has created the third
'Wisdom 

anri the eighth sky. And the third Wisdom created the fourth

Wisdom and the seventfi sky. And the fourth Wisdom created the fifth

Wisdom and the sixth sky. And the fifth Wisdom created the sixth

Wisdom and the fifth sky. The sixth Wisdom created the seventh

Wisdom and the fourth sky. The seventh Wisdom created the eighth

Wisdom and the third sky. And the eighth Wisdom created the ninth

Wisdom and the second sky and the ninth Wisdom created the tenth

wisdom and the first sky. On the tenth Wisdom, the series of wisdoms

and on the first sky the series of skies ended. After this it is stated that,

the events or creations (Hawadis) that occur beneath the first sky, the

reason (' l ttat) for them is the tenth wisdom and the rotation of the first

sky. With this statement, it is evident that, whatever events occur

beneath the first sky, for them Allah the Creator, is not the reason

('l l lat), but, for them tfie reason is the tenth wisdom and the rotation of

the first sky. Moreover, apart from the first wisdom for other v'isdoms

and the skies, the activator and Creator is not Allah Subhana-o'T'ala.

l lowever. they (Hukma) believe, that Allah Subhana-o-T'alc is the

reason for all the reasons (' l l lat). Further, the reason for them to

determine these Wisdoms as the causes for the creation of the universe

is that, they have acceptecl, that AIIah Subhana-o-T'ala is truly One

(Wahid-e'Hakiqi). In Him, there is no plurality from any direction

Ueha). His Attributes (Si/ocl) are also His Essence (Zaat). He has

no addition or attachment with anvthing; in this way the Essence of
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Bari-e-T'ala is alone, hence one thing i.e., the first wisdom. When there

is lot of plurality in the articles .rf the universe. Unnecessarily, the

plurality of the causes for the creations had to be accepted. S7hatever

u'e have stated is available with detailed explanations in the books of

philosophy. Thus, the statement of the research scholar (Mo'haqia)
'Datuani 'about  

the Fai th of  the 'Hukma' that  for  a l l  the inc idents

(Hawadis) the activator and the Creator is Allah Subhana-o-T'c1a, is

subject to discussion. Because, the Hukma had never explained that,

Allah Subhana-o-T'ala is the activator without a source for all the

Creat ions.  I f  we consider  about  the arguments in  the 'Shafa ' then,  i t

can be real ized that ,  the opin ions of  the 'Hukma'had become very

complicated; because of the fact that, they have avoided accepting that

the bad and the evil are the creations of Allah. Because, Allah

Subhana-o-T'ala by Essence is good, with Him, the occurrence of bad

and evil is not possible. We harre discussed this issue in other books in

detail and in this brief article we rest on this statement only.

Clause 18: In respect of Allah Subhana-o-T'ala being the

Listener (Sami), having Vision (Baseer')z

All the Muslims agree that Allah Subhana-o-T'ala Listens and Sees.

However, they differ in the meanings of listening and seeing.

Philosopher Ka'abi' and Abul Hussain Bosri are of the view that, Sami

means the world of sounds and Bcseer means the world of vision. The

research scholar (Mo'haqiq) Dawani says that, 
' the 

view of Ahul

Hasan Asahari is the same. The unanimous Faith of all the Sunni

scholars and some of Mo'tazelah and Kanamia is that the attributes of
'Somc', 'Basar' 

are different from attribute of knowledge and Allah

Subhana-o-T'clc possesses (Mousoof) of these two, because, tt Allah

Subhana-o-T'aic is not having these two qualit ies then, He would be

having the opposite qualities of these two. It is evident that, the opposite

of hearing is deafness and the opposite of seeing is blindness. God

forbid, lf Allah Subhana-o-T'o1o does not possess these two qualit ies of

hearing and seeing then, there v,ould be necessarily loss in His Essence

and it wil l be proved that the Essence of Bai-e-T'cla possesses all the
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perfect Attributes. Thur, He would not be described with these

imperfect Attributes. Hence, necessarily He would be known w'ith the

Attributes of Hearing and Seeing.

Clause 19, Speech of Bari-e-T'ala (Kalan): There is consensus

among the Muslims that Allah Subhana-o-T'ala is having the Attribute

of  Speech,  l - recause,  r l l loh says uJ*.s-r t l j ldS (AI- l i isa 164) .

All the ProphelrPBL;'r are also having consensus on this Faith.

Moreover, this is a continuous report (Khobar-e-Muttatuclir). However,

there is a difference in respect of the meanings oI Kalam. The

Mo'tazelah say that, the meanings of the sentence, 
'Allah 

speaks'
(Allah Mutakalim Hai) are that AIIah is the Inventor of the speech,

which applies to very specific meanings and the speech is invented in
particular bodies, for instance, the 

'Aiman' 
tree or the heart of the

Proplret. The Karramio are of the opinion that the speech of Allah

Subhana-o-T'cic is in the category of sound and v'ords. In spite of this

acceptance. they also say that, the speech of Allah is eternal (Qadeem).

The Hanabelo are also of the similar view. The views of Lhe Karramia

and Hanahclo are absurd, because if the speech is the combination of

the worcis and the sound, then the words and the sound would have

precedence or delay in one another. The combination which would have

precedence br delay would necessarily be a created one. Thus, the

speech of Allah Subhana-o-Tal'a due to the reason of being a

combination of wor<{s and sounds which have precedence and delay

would become a creation. The view of the Mo'tazelah is also absurd

because according to the dictionaries and general meanings, it is not

evident that speaker (Mutakall im) means the inventor of the speech.

The Faith of the ,,{shariya is that, the Attribute of the speech of Bari-

e-T'ala is eternal and it means the Essence of the speech (Kalam-e-

.Nc/si), which exists, with the Essence of Ban-e-T'alo. This discussion

is very intricate. The details of which can be seen in the substantial

books.
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Clause 20: The Holy Quran Kalamullah is not a creation (Cair-

Maklooq). The companions of the ProphetpBuH and their followers

had agreed that, 
'6'b- 

J'" nlJl lys Jilt i.e.. the Holy Quran
Kalamullah is not a creation. Imam Behiqi in his 6ook Kitab-ul-

Asma-u;al-Sif aat has mentioned several narrations from the

companionsRz, carrying the meanings that the Holy Qrlron Kalamullah

is not,a creation. Imam Azam and Imam Abu You"su/ had a

disputation (Munazira) for six months. Ultimately it was decided that

the Holy Quran is not a creation. All the four schools of jurisprudence

and other scholars o[ Ahle-Sunnat are having the consensus on the issue

that the Holy Quran is not a creation. The view of Mo'tazelah, which

they have founded in view of the revelation of the Holy Quran and its

arrangements and compilation, that it is the creation, is wrong, because

this argument would be effective for the people who are having the view

that the arrangement and compilation of the Holy Quran are also

ancient, for instance those of Hanabela, Karramia etc. However, it

would not'be effective for the Ahle Sunnal since they are having the

view that those things are the creation. The perception of this is that,

the Holy Quran is a combination of two things i.e., Kalam-e-.Nclsi

(the Essence of Speech) and Kalam-e-Lofzi (the words of speech).

The Attribute of Allah Subhana-o-T'ala is Kalam-e-Nafsi (the

Essence of Speech) and it is ancient. The Kalam-e-Lalzi is the

creation and is a combination of the Surcs and the Agats. Thus, there

is no argument between the Ahle-Sunndt about the Kalam-e-Lafzi

being the creation. The meanings of Kalam-e-Nafsi with Sheihh Abul

Hasan Ashan and all the Sunni scholars are that, it is founded with the

Essence of the speaker (Nafs-e-Muttakall im). Thus, Kalamullah,

which is founded with Bari 'e-T'ala, is not having the arrangement and

succession or precession. It is ancient and eternal. In the Holy Quran
the orders for 

'dos 
and don'ts' (Awamir-o-Nauahi) and the news

therein are not the creations. However, the things to which they are

related are the creations.
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clause 21: All rhe names of AIIah Subhana-o-Tal'a are Divine. The

Ahle-Sunna/ have the Faith that, one has to call AIIah Subhana-o'

lncl 'a with these names, which are mentioned in the Shara-e'Shareef

only. The Mo'tazelah and the Kanamia have the Faith that, as per the

wisdom with whatever thing Allah can be recognized, with that name

He can be called. Imam Cazali says that it is correct to make this

application as an Attribute of Allah Subhana-o-Tal'a but it is not

correct to use them as His names.

Clause 22: The vision of Ban-e-T'ala is possible. It is argued that,

Hz. MoosaAS hud ..qu.sted Allah Subhana-o-T'ala for His vision,

which has been mentioned in the Holy Quran 
J=jr tu';r tc'tl +j

(Al-Araaf 14j). The argument is that if the vision of Allah was not

possible and had been impossible, then the request of Hz' Mon'oAS

would fall into the category of the desire for the impossible. Such a

demand would obviously be ignorance. At this point Cod forbicl Hz.

MoorcAS would be an ignorant. An ignorant person u'ould not be

chosen to be bestowed with the high status of Naboua. because the

Naboua is the position of directing and teaching the human beings and

it is not possible by an ignorant person to teach or direct them. There is

no doubt that Hz. MooraAS was a great Prophet. He is counted one

among the category of the high-ranking Prophets' When he had

requested AIIah Subhana-o-Tal'a for his Vision, then this it self wil l

prove the possibil i ty of the Vision of Allah subhana-o-Ta1'a. The

second evidence is the reply given by AIIah to Hz. MoosaAS. This

reply also proves the possibil i ty of the Vision oI Ban-e-T'o1o. Thus, it

is very clear from this HoV Verse,
- /

,,r.,.; J,rJl,'K, ,a-,t fu J.:+JlJl ,ajl f 
'Jl 

$,1i d/ JIJ

AI-Araf i.e., you would not see me but you see towards the mountain if

i t would be in its place then, y,,u would see me' In this Holy verse'

Altah Subhana-o-T'ala had classified His vision rvith the standing of

the mountain at its place properly. At the time of beatific vision

(Tajaili), it is possible that rhe mount will stand at its place. A thing,
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which depends up,-,n a possible, would also be possible. Thus, the vision

of Bari-e-T'a1rr rs also possible because it depends upon the standing of

the mountain. 
-fhus, 

the belief of the Ahle Sunnat is that the vision of

Bari-e-T'ala is possible. With the true traditions, it is evident that the

true believers would have the vision of Bari-e-T'ala in the Hereafter as

they see the full moon.

The Mo'tazelah is not having the Faith of vision of Ban-c-

T'ala. They argue with the Sunnis in respect of the said Holy ,rerse.

Allama Jarullah Zamakshai the author of 
'Tafseer'e-Kashshaaf 

in

Anmozaj has stated that the *o.d 
',JJ' 

which sets the aorist verb
(A'osib-e -Fo gel-e-Muzarch) which indicates the negation with

compuls ion and force.  When the meanings of  the word 'gJ 'are l ike th is

then,'Lantarani'would also have the similar meanings i.e., with this in

respect of MoosoAS the vision of Bai-e-T'a1c would be negatived

forever. The answer to this is that, whatever Allama larullah
Zamakshan has stated about the word 

'sJ' 
that, it indicates the

evidence of negation, no other scholar of the grammar has stated l ike

that. Instead, all the scholar. of grammar and language have stated, the

*ord 'gJ 'nei ther  ind icates the permanent  negat ion nor  i t  ind icates the

stress or permanency of the negation. Thus, in 
'Maghni-al-Labeeb

(v^r:lJl -d)' Allamo lamaluddin lbn-e-Hasham Ansan has stated

rqiJ-l I JuJJt ..5l irr.:.r.rp tiyrr.rsi J ,.*.ll rr{Lt J=ir ) *,f*
#r>q rsfr t.a )t,f I

'The 
word 

'C' 
n"ith.r gives the benefit of the permanency of negation

nor it indicates the stress oi negation, Zamakshari has adopted against

this and his both the claims are baseless.'Thus, the scholars of

grammar have not indicated an),rvhere that, the word 
'C' 

i. ,uitubl" fo,

these two meanings. But, it gives the benefit of only negation. Thus, the

vord 
'C ' 

which occurs in Lantarani does not indicate that Hz.

MoosaAS would never have the vision of Allah. Howe,uer, MoosaAS

might have had the vision in the subsequent periods. For instance, if

someone says that 
'John 

would not stand' it would not mean that he
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would be always sitting til l the Day of Judgment. However, it is
possible that he stood in the subsequent periods.

'Clause 
23: Al lah Subhana-o-T'alc would do u,hatever He wi l ls.  Thus,

AIIah saysJ'i:rt'6*-rrLfut"J4. In the true tradition, it is stated
/  r , ,  r .

t ha t 'Fdb " ' J t ' l gKdJ t tBb  i . " . ,  Wha teve r  He  w i l l s  He  does

and whatever He doesn't, would not do. Because, He is the

independent activator, this has been discussed in the clause 14 relating

to the competence.

Clause 24: To whomsoever Allah wil ls He Guides him and to

whomsoever He wil ls would misguide. Thus, Allah says

rL& r/ i5'|# J tt l*-r J-"{ suro (An-l\, iahel -93 Fatir_g). Thi.

indicates that to whomsoever He wil ls would create Faith in his heart

and to whomsoever He wil ls he create blasphemy in his heart. It is not

in the competence of a person to beconre a believer by himself or to

make him self pious. But, Allah jn'a1o first enlightens the heart of the

person with Faith with which he seeks the guidance on the right path

and becomes a true believer. The gist of this is that, the Faith of the

believer and Kulr (blasphemy) of the disbeliever and the sin of a sinner

are completely dependent on Allah's Wlll and are his creations. But,

Allah is happy with the Faith and the piety and is not happy with

h, lasphemy. Thus, ,4/ /ah rurr  r ' * t0) ! r {# 'JJ "n. - l  s imi lar ly  He

is not happ-v with the sins.

Cfause 25: Allah T'ala is independent (Chani). It means that his

Essence, Attributes and Actions all are not dependent on anyone.

Therefore, Allah T'ala is independent. There is nothing. which rs a

mandate (\Vajib) on AIIah. However, bestowing bless on His servant

depends on His mercy and punishing the sinners depends on His
justice. For this reason only, the acts of AIIah Subhana-o-T'ala are

devoid of any want and need. The Mo'tazelah says that it is mandatory

on Allah Subhana-o-T'ala to punish such a grave sinner r.v'ho died
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\x,ithout repentancc. For him the remission of sin is prohibited

(Haram). The Khawarij are also having the same Faith. The Faith of

Ahle-Sunnal is that if the word mandate (V/aiib) carries the meaning

that, not doing the act, is faulty (Mazrnoom). Then, these rneanings are

wrong for Altah subhanu-o-T'ala. Because, AIIah subhana-o-T'ala is

the real owner and all the creations are His subjects. He is competent

to act as He rvil ls with His subjects. Thus, in respect of any action no

fault can be attributed to Him. If the word mandate means that, the

act, v,hich is according to His wisdom we certainly know that no act of

Auah is devoid oi His wisdom. But, the human being is not capable of

understanding it. Thus, nothing is mandatory on AIIah Subhana'o-

T 'a la .

It may be noted that, u'hatever Allah Subhana'o-T'tt la has

denounced (Vageed) in His Holy Book about the punishment of

disbelievers and the sinners He would punish them accordingly. 
' fhat

would be the justice and if He forgio'es them then, nothing impossible

occurs. Because, it is the right of AIIah Subhana-o-T'ala to punish the

crimirral, if Allah Subhana-o-T'o1o forgives His right and acts against

His denunciation (l 'oyeed) i.e., forgiving the sinner, then. this act would

be in the category. of f ineness. (Jf course doing against the promise is

not permissible. Becouse, the promise is l inked with the right of others,

action agailst the prornis" w.ruld jeopardize it. Thus, the fulfillment of

the promise is f ineness (lameel) ancl doilg against the denunciati.n

goodness (Mahmood). Further it is alsc, permissible to say that Allah

Subhana-o-T'c/o has promised forgiving and mercy. T'hus, ,411oh says,

,t-r . 'J $JJi: .11.: Lr,.rrir )u.S -*-0tJr+ I rJJr ;t (,4l_lVisa 4g)

i.e., AIIah Subhana-o-T'o/' 'r 'ould forgi't 'e whatever sins he desires

excepting infidelity (sftirA). When. AIlah Subhana'o-T' ala has

promised to forgive all the sins of his serv'ant (Banda) if he is not an

infidel (MushriA), then all the denunciations would bec.ome weak before

this promise. But, this promise is a mercy and bless of Allah but not

the right binding on him. This discussion has already passed.
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The deeds of Allah Subhana-o-T'ala are not carrying any desire,

because the desire (Charaz) is a thing, which would motivate the doer

to do certain things. It means that the doer would first develop the

desire and for fulf i l lment of this desire, the deed v'ould be done. But, if

that desire were not fulf i l led then, the doer would fail in accomplishing

his de.sire and would become affl icted. Thus, all those g'ho do deeds

wirh some desire fall in this category. If this desire is attributeci tct Allah

Subhana-o-T'ala also then. this de.ire vould be activated in His

Essence and have its ei{ect on the essence of Allah Subhcna-o-T'ala.

In this situation, two things woulcj be evident. The first is that the

Essence of Bari-e-T'a1a is not perfect in respect of deeds' But, it

becomes perfect after fulfillment of the desires. This vierv is false,

because the Essence of Allah Subhana-o-T'ala is perfect in deeds also

and His perfection is not conditioned with anything. The second issue

would be that, saving Allah Subhana-o'T'ala, everything is irossible.

Thus, the desire is also possible. A thing, which is possibic bv its

nature, cannot be effective. Thus. due to this reason thr t lcsire rs

possible but cannot be effective. The net result is that the cleeds of

AIIah Subhana-o-T'ala are free from desires. No doubt, all is deeds

are having wisdom (Hikmat) but, the wisdom of Allah in respect of

certain deeds is revealed to thc' human wisdom and in respect of certain

deeds it is not revealed to the human wisdom. The human wisdom is

not in a position to reach it.

Clause 26: Allah Subhana-o-T'ola is the sustainer (Razzoq). Thus,

AIIah says in the Holy t ook 
SIJ ^!l ule tl i i t: ;"te;. Thus,

whatever the servant of Allah gets as sustenance is from "41/ch alone

and Allah alone is the sustainer. The sustenzrnce means the things

through which the l iving beings would clerive bt'nefit. S,rme scholars

have classified the term sustenance (Rizq) and have stated that the

sustenance is a thing, which is received by any l iving being. and that

l iving bcing eais it. The sustenance is of two tvpes.

1) Halal (permissible)

2) Harant (prohibited)
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The permissible sustenance is that which is acquired through lawful
means (Acsb-e,Sharai). The prohibited sustenance (Rizq-e-Horcm) is
that which is acquired through the sources, which are not lawfully
permitted. With the Ahle-e-Sunncl, the sustenance acquired through
both these sources is treated as Rizq (sustenance) and they call both of
them as sustenance. This is the right position. The Mo'tazelaA u,ould
not treat the unlawful things as Rizq (sustenance). They define the
sustenance as being the owned (Milq) or it should be profitable. This
definition is not prope.r because, on the first definition it would mean
that Allah Subhana-o-T'olc is not the sustainer of the animals because,
they are not the owner of any'thing. This is against the Quranic Verse

-  I  l .  Iquored eartrer. because AIIah says4{t)J/bl. Th. second definit ion
can be objected to on the ground that, even the prohibited i.e., Haram
would also be beneficial for human being. Thus, the prohibited thing
should also be the sustenance, but with them it is nor Riza
(sustenance). Thus, the opinion of the Mo'tazelah on this issue rs
absurd.

Clause 27: Allah T'ala is the owner of death (Mameet) i.e., the death
of every thing occurs with His orders only. There cannot be any delay
or haste in the time fixed for the death. Thus, Altah

saysdJ'Ai:*'- 
!1r*t-' t,rfL-{}rdkl rta tit 

The Mo.tazelah
says that, the assassinated ones or some of the animal which die due to
some apparent reasons. AIIah Subhana-o-T'ala would discontinue their
life, because, if such reasons have not fallen on tlre dead, then he or rt
would not have died. It is the opinion of K'abeg that the assassinated
ones would have two deaths, the assassination, and the death. Both
these views are absurd, because Allah Subhana-o-T'ola in his eternal
knowledge had fixed the duration of life of everything. When this period
exhausts the thing would come to an end, irrespective of the reason as
to whether the death is due to assassination, drowning in the rvarer,
burning in the fire or injuring due to the attack of some beast, the death
would occur and there cannot be anv delay or haste for that moment.



Clause 28: Among the names of Allah, there are two names, i.e., the
Benefactor (Nafe) and the Injurer (Zaar). Any l iving being, which gets

any benefit or harm it is not due to his efforts (kasab) but it is from
AIIah only. Thus, in trade or cultivation whatever benefit or losses
occur or the damage to the articles or any animal or human being
having good health or falling ill, everything is the act of Allah and all
the benefit or losses are the creation of Allah. Thus, the general benefit
or losses are the creation of Allah Subhana-o-Tal'a.
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Chapter-II

(The Angels)

Clause-l: The existence oi Angels is proved rhrough the l-{oly Quran.

T-L_.. 4u r l1J.q:;t 4.*LlJ tillir ,lhus, Allah says ' Apart from thrs in several
Holy verses, there are statements about the angels. The bodies of the
angels are very light. Due to this reason, every human being cannot see
them. The scholars say that Allah Subhana-o-T'ala has besrowed
upon them, the abil ity to acquire any shape as they v,ish. The Hukma
(philosophers) say that the angels are not created from the matter
(maadah) and thel' are free from matter. The scholars of Shanc say
that the angles are created from the noor. Their bodies are o{ noor.
They come from skies to the earth, thus. Allah Subhana-o-T'ala says,

.,,f ,lt ,/ r#; oir.r L{or ct}t t isijulr ,J;s (Al_Qadr-4 ). It is aiso
evident from the Holy Quran that, the angels are obedient towards
Allah i.e., they would fulf i i l  all the orders given by Allah. Thus, Alloh

) | ,' ot -rr-Jt r
says r The Quronic verses are evident that the Angels
are not only the powers but are such living beings, which are obeCient,
having wisdom and understanding. Their bodies are created with noor.
Thus, it is compulsory to have Faith on them like this. It would be a
rejection of the Holy Quran to believe that, they are only imaginary
figures.

Clause 2: The angles are free from errors (Masoom) i.e., they v'ould
not commit sins. Thus, Allah says

bbt-rt tr d.+bia ) et l ta dJl g-uoer-J 
i.e., 

,Whatever 
,4//aA orders

them, they would do and they would nor disobey Him.'

At the birth of AdamAS, the angels have submitted to Allah
Subhana-o-T 

'ola 
that 

"v,ould 
you create a L,eirrg on the earth as

Khalifa, who would spread tyranny therein." Thus,, Allah says about

:his in the Holy eurant6:l 
r-n- i/ t{i JqJt This is nor an

rbjection but it is the expression of their doubts. This wao done to ger
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the doubt clarified. Further, in this episode the statement about the

blood shed by human being is also nor the backbiting (about human

beings) (Cheebat) but it is an apprehension and vhatever has been

expressed about their own piety, purity and praise of Allah \s the

statement of iact, it is not a boosting. About the episode of Haroot and

Maroot. which has been mentioned in the Holy Quran, there is a

difference of opinion. Some say that Haroot and Maroot rvere human

beings. Some others say that they were the angels. The commitment of

sin by them is due to'the reason that, the sex power was bestowed in

them. The angels are free from sin because they have no sexual powers.

This is evident from this Holy verse rtr-.r't L dJt 41ee'-) ' The moment

sexual power was created in them, it was not impossible for them to

commit sins. The remaining story about the grave sins by Zohra'and

her becoming the star, which is popular, is obsolete (Muhmel)'

Clause 3: The angels are suPerior or the men? :

Some people are of the view that the angles are superior in comparison

to men. Because, their bodies are light and they are free from sins,

whereas the human being are dense and are not free from sins. Thus,

the light would be superior to the density and the innocence would be

superior to non-innocence. The answer to this is that, from the above

statement only, it is proved that, the angles are by nature, light and to

that extent it is to be accepted but, the issue is not like this. The issue

is that whether the angels are superior to the human beings or the

human beings are superior to the angelt in respect of Sawab

(recompense). The answer to this is that, the human beings are

bestowed with three specific powers i.e., the power to speak (/Vulqigc),

the power of anger (Chazabiga), the power of sex (Shchuiyc)' The last

two powers are resistant to the power of speech i'e.' the power of

reasoning. Thus, due to this resistance the power of reasoning

(Aquliga) is always in bounds. If the human being in spite of this

resistance is obedient to the orders of Allah Subhana-o-T'ola then, he

vould get the recompense more than the angels. B.caute, the angels are

not having any such power which can prevent them from the
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accomplishment of virtuous d..ir. When they are devoid of such
povers, then for them it would be easier to fulfill the virtuous deeds.
Since, they are devoid of the sexual power and the power of aneer,
hence the sexual deeds or the deeds of anger would not occur through
them. The Faith of the lhlc-Sunncl is that a virtuous man is superior
to an ordinary angel. If it is considered deeply, then the prostration of
the angels before AdamAS and superiority of AdumAS in knowledge
over the angels are the enough proof of the superiority of human beings
over the angels.

Clause 4: Among the Angels, JibraelAs (Cabreal) is the

l"ad"rdrrt'iib l$;l' r'r)-tjtlsits: e-f J:-t Jld.il. In
this Holy verse, several qualities of librael\S are stated:

o The First is that librael\S i. Rorool-e-Kareem (Gracious

Prophet).

r The second is that he possesses the power. In another Verse it
is  rnent ioned that 'Shadeed-ul -Quaui ' that  means the most
powerful.

r The third is that, he is Sahib-iArsh (one who resides rx,'ith

A l l ah ) .
o The fourth is that, he is the leader of the angels and the angels

are obedient to him.
o The fifth is that, he is trustee i.e., whatever he is informed by

Allah Subhana-o-T'ala he would preserve it and conveys it to
the Prophets.

Cfause 5: The libraelAs is bestowed with Vahi (the message of AIIah).
It is possible that the revelation would have been through other angels

as well. Because, Allah sayst'Sr 
crt;;tJl" 

o, th. leadership for vahi
and revelations is with the libraelAS and th" others (angels) who are
bestowed with this may be under him. Mekigal\S is given the authority
for arrangements and determination of sustenance (Rizq). /sra"fi lAS is
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deputed to blow the Trumpet (Soor). IzraelAS is deputed for the

seizure of the souls.

Clause 6: The Angels are free from the qualities of the bodies. They

are neither male nor female, because these qualities are related to matter

(Maada). Since the angels are not having the bodies of matter, hence

these qualities would also not be with them.

Clause 7: As the human beings are (having the capacity) of promotion

or reversion the angels are,not having any promotion or reversions. The

philosophers also have the same view. Some of the theologians are also

having the similar view. Thus, during the Shab-e-Me'raj, libraelAs had

srated to the ProphetpgLjH 
gJJ:t) il'il *iJi. If I were to proceed

even an inch nearer then, I would burn.

Some of the scholars have tried to bring evidence with the Holy

V.rr. fF pli') rJ li r;' r' J but rhis evidence is rveak. Because, with

this Holy verse, only it is evident that, the angels can get promotion or

elevation up to that stage which is already in the knowledge of Allah

Subhana-o-T'alc (Cod knows better).

Conclusion: The linnis, In the Holy Quran there is evidence about

the /innis. Thus, there is Surat-ul-lin, from which it ,is evident that

some of the ,linnis have had Faith (accepted Islam). It may be noted

that /b/is is not included in the angels but it is evident from the Holy

Quran that he is in the community of Cinni. Thus, Allah

says !t'Jl U A€ J . Th... is difference of opinion as to whether, among

the /innis there were messengers or not. Majority has the opinion that

the community of /innis had no messengers. Some are of the opinion

that there had been consensus that there are no messengers among the

linnis. Imam Faharuddin RaziRH, while commenting on the Holy

Verse & thtn5llt.r'Il; JFJl;.kt! has stated about all the

above mentioned views, but he is not agreeable with the statement that

there is a consensus on this issue.
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Chapter- l l l
(The Revealed Books (Kutub-e-Munazzilab))

Cfause 1: It is evident from the Holy Quron that Allah Subhana-o-
T'ala had revealed books and booklets to the ProphetspBuT. Thus,
Torah was revealed to MooscAS. 'Zubor (Pslam)' was revealed on
DaudAS and 'lngil (Bible)' was revealed to .lsaAS. And towards our
Prophet MohammedPB.uH (the leader of the universe) the H,,ly Quran
was revealed. Of all these Heavenly books the Holy Qur,i, is more
comprehensive with respect to the discipline of the human s.ul5 s1s.
Apart from these books on other messengers like AdamAS, Sh.elAAS,
ldrisas and lbrahimAS, the booklets (Sahte/) were revealed.

Clause 2: The Vahi:
On the Prophets the books and the booklets vere revealed through the
Vohi (word of Allah). There are three types of Vahi.

1. The first type is that in,.which, Allah Subhana-o-T'ala would

talk to his servant. Thus, Atlah rup St r'1,dJldt J

2. The second type is that, on the heart of his servants Allah
Subhana-o-Tal'o reveals His word without the medium of an
Angel. Thus, Al lah Subhana-o-T 'a la

saysdJlbrJteUtkrti. Majority of the commentarors say

that this Vahi is the Vahi without any medium. This means that

whatever is to be taught to the ProphetpauH (the leader of this

universe) Allah Subhana-o-T'ala has taught through the

medium of this type of Vahi.

). The third type is that, the Vchi which is revealed by Allah

Subhana-o-T'ala throueh the medium of ansels to Hit

Prophets.

Allah Subhana-o-T'ala has mentioned about all these three types of

revelations (Vahi). Thus, in the Holy Quran Allah says
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,JaJ', 
't ys ,F-lsl ,-.rl,a,r r11; gr;tu-t It *lJl qJ(1 or ,:J ltf r,

"5- "J, rjl rt'i.r-tr rirtl

(Ash-sohra-51). Of these three types of revelations (Vahi) the first and

second are not specific or particular with the Prophets only. In fact,

these types of revelations (Vahi) can occur to the saints also. However,

the third type of revelation, which is through the medium of an angel, is

specific with the Prophets only and thus there is no possibility of any

fault in them. Because, 
'the 

ProphetspBuT are free from errors and the

evidence of wisdom and reports is in favour of their greatness. This

discus.sion God permitting we vould have in the next chapter.

Clause 3: The Holy Quran among all the revealed books is

comprehensive and is the last of all the books (Khotim-ul-Kutub). The

Quran is the concluder of the books, because Allah Subhana-o-T'ala

has completed all the requirements of human nature in this book.

Firstly, about the Prayers and the fundamentals of Prayers,

the reasons, conditions and timings of the Prayers are shown.

Secondly, the fundamentals in respect of civic matters,

reforms and administration which occur to the human beings

or which are possible to occur are shown.

Thirdly, the matters relating to Hereafter are discussed in

detail. This discussion proves that, the virtues and the evils

committed by human beings are not obsolete or wasteful but

in the next world they will have their effect.

Fourthly, the matters relating to the discipline of the self

(rVc/scni) is discussed in detail in the Holy Quran. Thus, it

is enough for the human beings to understand the facts and

the intricacies mentioned in the Holy Qurcn and if acted

upon them, it would fulfill all the requirements of the human

nature. Thus, after this Holy Book there remains no need for

any other. Hence, the Holy Quran is the concluder of the

books (Ahafi m -ul - Kutub\.
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Cfause 4: Matters relating to the Holy Quran being a miracie:

There is a difference of opinion in the matter that, from which angle the

Holy Quron is a miracle. Some say that. it is a miracle because of its

eloquence and maturity of expression (fasahat-o-balagat). Some others

say that, the Holy Quran is a miracle, because it carries complete

instructions about this world and the world to come (ma'ash-o-ma'ad).

Majoritl.' is of the opinion that, the Holy Quran is a miracle because of

its eloquence and maturity of expression. Allah Subhana-o-T'ala

himself has statbd that, 
' i t 

is a miracle in this view'

cr.rg"i 1y)1;.r!r ,-r, ilp+l;ti Urf .Jit t lt t*, ?-) $J n:5 9t "1

.iJ)b 65 rlt nllt ;-1: ;' f
(Al-baqra-23). Its being a miracle means that, in spite of the fact that,
the Holy Quran was revealed in the language of the Arabs and the

Arabs had high claims on their power and ability of their own languog.,

that in comparison to their speech they used to call all the others as

dumb, even after all the efforts they could not produce even a small

Verse like the smallest of the verses from the Holy Quran. Thus, this
specialty of the Holy Quran remains ti l l  the Day of Judgment.

Clause 5: The Holy Quran is the canceller (ma'seq) of the Heavenly
books and all the earlier SAcri c were cancelled after the revelation of ,
the Holy Quran but the orders which are given in the Holy Quran
would remain in force always. These orders only, along with their
explanation and details, which are proved vith the true traditions, are
known as Shori 'a/-e -Mohammedia.

Clause 6: In this view the Holy Quran is the Kalcm-ul/ch (speech of

Allah) and its reality is single (Wahid) and it is Eternal. The plurality

relating to the Do's and Don't and promises and denunciation which are

found excessively are due to their relations with the issues but there is

no plurality in respect of the spirit of the speech (Nafs-e-Kalom) which

is an Attribute of Allah Subhana-o-Tal'a . k is alone and eternal. The

details of this topic can be seen in the great books relating to the llm-e-
Kalam (rhetoric's).
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Chapter -lV

(Prophethood)

Clause 1: The scholars have differ.nces about the derivation of the

word Ncbi. Sorne say that the word,Ncbi is derived from the Nabouat,

which means elevation. Thus, the meanings of thc word ,Ncbi would be,

the exalted one (Murtafa'). Some others are of the opinion that, it is

derived from the word,Naba, which means news (Kh,rbcr) and in this

sense the meaning oi the wcrrd lVobi would be the one who gives news

(Mukhbir). No6i means, a person to whom AIIah Subhana-o-T'ala

sends towards His creations. To convey the matters, which hal e been

revealed to him through Vchi (divine revelation). Rcsool also means,

the Ncbi. But, at t imes a person who is bestowed with a book (Sahib-

e-Kitab) or is the source of the Shari 'a (Sahib-e-SAari 'a) is called a

Rcsoo/. In this condition the Rasoo/ would be specific from the Ncbi.

The sect of Seenia and the majority of Brahmah deny the Nabouat.

The philosophers have accepted the existence of a .Vcbi and have stated

that for the administration of this world there is a need of the .Vcbi. To

such a person they call the owner of the Nccmoos and his Shari 'a is

called the Nocmoos. The Philosopher Socrates had told in the Honour

of the Prophets (Ambiga) ,hu, 
Edlt'Jt'Jl UJlft r''rbr'et nr i.e.,

their physique (qu'a) relating to knowledge and actions would be highly

elevated and great. The first teacher Aristotle had defined them in these

, ;ft .*tdJt i,Le ..,,.rJl .r . ,. .
words r F!- .- ---- !t--- r u'hich means. this group is distinct due

to excessive attention and support of Allah Subhana-o-T'ala. The

philosophers also state that the Prophets (Ambiga) would know the

hidden things through the divine revelation and they are also capable of

intervening in the existing and intrigue universe ('Alam-e-Koun-o-

Fasad). The scholar 
'Datuani' 

has written all this in Akhlaaq-e-

Jaala l i .

Clause 2: Benefits of the Advent of the Prophets:

The scholars have stated that the articles are of two types. The first are

those, which the human u'isdonr can investigate. The others are in which
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human wisdom could not investigate. For instance, the methods for

prayers to AIIah, its t imings, conditions and the l ife to come,

physiology, physical and the arrangements for earning l ivelihood u'hich

are meant ior the reform of the world, for all these there is a need of the

.Ncbi. in respect of the first category of things, through the wisdom the

knowledge for them would be acquired and through the evidence of

hearing (through the Prophets) it would be supported. In respect of the

second categorv, because the human wisdom is not capable to

investigate in respect of these things, hence through the teachings of the

Prophets these things can be revealed and the curtain of ignorance

would be raised from the human wisdom. Thus, with the existence of

the Prophets (.Vabi) there would be increase in the human wisdom and

knowledge and it *ould know the methods to offer thanks to the richest

of all (Allah). The human v'isdom would also be informed about the

conditions pertaining to the world to come. When human beings know

these subjects, then the souls would become disciplined and the wisdom

would become bright. Further, there is a need of the Prophet for the

reason that on the Day of Judgment those who are in problems may not

say that, AIIah Subhana-o-T'ala had not sent any prophet for

instructing us, had he done so then, we would not have gone astray.

Thus, ,4//aA says that,

31.s 1f-trrJl d-LJl tj r+rrjUJ ilj 'r ,-'tl,q nrl.(br Ur j-g

6F sJ.i: ar #;r ..(-rtat
(Taha-134). Thus, the advent of the Prophets is beneficial for these

general issues. The details about this are available in the books on these

topics.

Clause 3: Among the Human being the first Prophet is Hz. AdamAS.

Amongst the Prophets, the Prophet Mohamme4PBUH is concluder of

the Prophet-hood. The Philosopher 
'Dau,ani' 

has stated that, some of

the Brahmans also accept the Prophet-hood of AdamAS. The Soibc

sect believes in the Prophet-hood of ShcilhAs and /drisos only. They

reject all the other Prophets. Some of the Jews reject all the messengers

excepting the Prophet-hood of Moosa. The Jeu's, the Christians, the
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Magian (Majuci) and the General Brahmins and Hindus reject the

Prophet-hood of the Prophet MohammedPBUH.

Clause 4: It is mentioned in the true tradition that the total number of

the Prophets is one lakh twenty four thousand. According to other

narrations their strength is two lakh twenty four thousand. Allah

Subhana-o-T'cla has mentioned some of the names in the Holy Quran
and has not menqioned the others. Thus, Allah

,,,,,uy..r+ t'Aa J ;rt*- -l *S=tr t' n ^i;'. 
d- Hence, it is

enough for a believer to say that, I have Faith in all the Prophets.

There is no need to mention the names and number. All these Prophets

are truthful (Scdiq) and free from errors (Masoom-mil-al-Khata).

Whatever Allah has revealed on them through Vahi (divine revelation)
they had taught it to their Ummah and had invited their lJmmah

towards Allah. However, due to their awful destiny they have not

accepted the Prophets and have not followed them.

Clause 5: All the Prophets are impeccable (Masoom) because, if they

were not free from errors then, they would be subject to committing
falsehood. The news and orders, which they convey from Allah

Subhana-o-T'ala to their IJmmah, would also be subject to falsehood.
Due to this reason, nothing revealed by them would be acceptable with

certainty. There is consensus (l jma') of the Ummah that, all the
Prophets are free from falsehood and also free from committing infidelity
(S A;rA). However, the 

'Fazilah', 
which are from the'Khawanj', say

that, there is a likelihood of committing sins and blasphemy by the

Prophets. With this, the defect in their Faith is evident, because, the

following of the Prophet is compulsory (F arz) and when the

ProphetpBuH . himself commits sins and blasphemy then, how their

following would be compulsory (Farz). The Faith of all the Ahle-

Sunnat (lamhoor) is that the Prophets are free from committing small

or great sins. There is a difference of opinion as to whether before the
Prophet-hood they are innocent from sins) The Shie'is is of the belief
that before Prophet-hood they are free from small or big sins. Hov'ever,
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the Sunnal-ul-lamat says that, by oversight the commitment of small

sins by the Prophets is possible. Nevertheless, they would not stick on

to such sins. They would be informed immediately and would repent

(Tauba) for them.

Clause 6: The miracles (Mua iiza):
Miracle means the deed, which occurs through the claimant of the

Prophet-hood against the nature. The disbelievers should not be able to

coov it. The scholars'have determined seven conditions for the miracle

1. It should be against the natural course.

Z. It should be very difficult contradict it.

3. It should occur at the time when the Prophet has claimed to show

it.

4. It should be in accordance with and closely connected with the

claim of the Prophet.

5. The event should be in accordance with the claim of the Prophet

but not against it or should be contradicting to his claim.

6. The event should not occur earlier to the claim of the Prophet-

hood. Because, the event beyond the natural course which occurs

before the Prophet-hood are termed as Karamat.

The Philosophers are of the opinion that the Mua'iiza and Karamat

occur with the due reasons. However, the general public would not be

able to know the said reasons. Thus, SheiAh-ur-Ragees have the similar

view. The majority of the philosophers are of the view that, because, the

sketch of the matter (yf ) would be under the control of the Prophet.

Thus, the Prophets use it according to their will. The Sunnat-ul'lamat

believes that the Mua'iiza is the deed accomplished by Allah Subhana-

o-T'ala. But, its occurrence would depend on the request of the

Prophet.

Clause 7: There are two types of the Prophet:

1. The one is the source of Shcri 'a (Saheb'e-Shcri 'o).
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2. The other is the follower of the Shari 'o.

The sources of the SAari'a are the Prophet who has introduced the new

Shcri'c as revealed to them by Allah through the new Holy book or

booklets. For instance, the Shon'a of AdamAS, the SAan'c of NoahAS,

the Shari 'a of IbrahimAS, the SAcri 'a of MoosoAS, the Shari 'a of ^fscN
and the Shari 'a of Prophet MohammedpBuH. Of these the Shari 'o of
the lsaAS is not the canceller of the Shcn'a of MoosaAS, but it is the
completion of the Shan'a of MoosoAS, whereas the Shcn'c of the

MohammedQBUH 6 15" canceller of all the earlier Shcn'o. The
followers of the Shcri'o are the Prophets who have not introduced new
Shcri'a but had practiced the earlier Shai'a only. For instance, the
Prophets of Bani-lsreal and DaudAS followed the Shari'a of MoosaAS.
The Prophets who are the source of new Shori'o are superior in status
to the Prophets who are the followers of the earlier Shai'a.

Clause 8: The Slari'a of the Prophets would reveal several

matters: The first among them is that the acceptance of the unity of

Allah (Tawheed) and ro have belief in His Attributes. The Second is

to have belief on angels. This has been discussed in the chapter relating

to the angels. The third is to have Faith on all the Books revealed and
also to have Faith that all such Books are revelation from Allah
Subhana-o-Tal'a and. that they are not the creations from Allah
(Chiar-Mahloohh). The fourth is to have Faith on all the Prophets. It
is compulsory (F arz) to have Faith that they have been sent 6y Allah

Subhana-o-T'ala for our guidance, they are all truthful and whatever
they teach is free from any minutest flaw. The fifth is that to have the

Faith on the Day of Resurrection, reward (Sawab) and punishment
(Azaab), Heaven and hell (Jannat-o-dozaq). The sixth is to have

Faith that, every virtue and sin is from Allah Subhana-o-T'ala and He
is the accomplisher. The seventh is to accomplish the prayers, which

have been prescribed by Allah Subhana.o-T'ala. The eight is that
whatever teachings are made towards the reform for mutual activities of

human beings and the methods prescribed shall be acted upon. The
ninth relates to the methods, which are pertaining to discipline and
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purification of souls. The tenth is that, to accept the information, which

Allah Subhana-o-T'ala has revealed, relating to the earlier Ummatein

about their obedience and disobedience. The eleventh is that in the

Holy books certain examples and decisions are noted, which are to be

accepted as true. The twelfth is that, promises made in the Holy books

for reward and punishment should be accepted as factual. It may be

noted that, all these fundamentals (U.soo1) are noted in precise or in

detail in the Shcri 'c'of all the Prophets.

Clause 9: The entire Prophets who were born before the ProphetpBuH

are no doubt deputed for the guidance of the human beings, yet, their

guidance is confined to the particular area or community where they

were born or they were deputed, it was not their responsibility to extent

guidance to all the humanity. For instanc.e Prophet MootoAS und

HuroonAS *"r" sent for the guidance of Egyptians and Pharaoh.

Similarly HoodAS was sent to,s,ards community o{ Ha'ad and SalehAS

were sent towards the community of Samood: IbrahimlS were sent

towards !,lamroodAS and his nation; LootAS towards Mot|fiqat,

YakoobAS were sent towards Kenan and /tcAS were sent on the soil of

Syria. They had the claim of their Prophet-hood on their places and

nations. They introduce the unity of Allah and obedience and

submission to AIIah to these nations. Except the Prophet

MohammedPBUH no other Prophet was deputed for the guidance of the

whole humanity.

Clause 10: Prophet-hood of the Prophet Moham-efBUH,

The Prophet Mohamme4PBUH before the claim of the Prophet-hood

was known with excellent manners, which are considered to be superior

among all i .e., wisdom, chastity, bravery and justice. Even though the

Arabs were rude and ignorant yet they were very fond of these highly

elevated manners of the Prophet. They treated him as very civilized,

truthful and honest person. His kindness and sympatlry towards needy

was very popular among the tribes of the Arabs. Similarly his purity

and his abstinence were accepted by etery one.'When Allah Subhana-

o-T'ala send the divine revelation (Vahi) to him, and he became the
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Prophet then, AIIah ruidts/)l*Jt'F3'itJ ,..., you threaten (on

behalf of Allah) your close relatives and invite them towards Allah.

Then, ProphetpBuH climbed on Mount Sa/c and called his community.

When all the Hasimate gathered, then, he (ProphetpBuH) said that I

am a warning to you from Allah. If you obey me then, you would be

saved from the punishment from Allah. On this claim the Arab started

Abusing him and scattered.

The scholars have stated that, the ProphetPBUH had made the

claim of the Prophet-hood and on demand showed the Mua'jiza. Both

this news is continuous (Mutuatir) and hence their acceptance is

compulsory (Farz). Among all his miracles the Holy Quron is the

highest one. Since, its revelation till date the opponents of Islam had

tried to imitate it yet, they have failed to do so. Even after the claim of

the Holy Quran,

;Jrb ,'5 ;r rIJl g;: J/ f cl.r.g.ily:l -l +L' ;r 6s-*t fi even a
small Verse cannot be produced, which can be compared with the

eloquence, rhetoric and virtues of language of the Holy Quran. Apart

from this there are great miracles such as, splitting of the moon (SAoq-

ul-Qamar), talking with animals and with a bowl full oi water, fulfilling

the thirst of entire caravan and several other miracle which occurred

through him (ProphetpBuH) are enough proof of the Prophet-hood.

Clause 11: The ProphetpBuH was sent for the guidance of all the

I I I 'r 'r ^t ' | ^^-.^., 'LJJ UK JUL-rt Ut
numan Delngs ln general. I nus, ALlan saysv

Rather he was deputed for the guidance of the /innis and human

beings. Thus ProphetpBLH says -F'!\ s-fl l  J! i-:+. 
Moreo.,er.

in the Srlral-e-Gin is evidence that the ProphetpBuH was also deputed

for the guidance of the /innis also. Therefore, he invited the /innis
towards Islam and some of them had accepted and became Muslims.

Clause 12: ProphetpBuH i" the concluder of th. ProphetpBuH:

AI Iah-o-T 'a1c says,
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jJl ,';lt ,r rIJl J.l.,J F ,t F'*-r ,.,r Fl rrl "l*:''r;6 b 
With this

Holy Verse the Prophethood had been concluded on the Prophet

MohammedPBUH ufter him nobody would be a Prophet' When lsaAs

would descend again then, he would follow the shori 'c of the Prophet

MohammedPBUH, *11.1 is the concluder of all the Shari 'a' Even

though lsoAS *u, not removed from the Prophet-hood yet his Shari ',r

was cancelled after the revelation of the Holy Qurcn 
'fhus, 

lscAS it

the follower of the Shari 'c of Prophet Mohamm.TPBUH. This is the

condition of Hz. MahdiAS also. He is also a perfect follower (Tabe-e-

Taam) of the Shari 'a of the ProphetpBuH.

The Jews say that the Shori 'a of Moosa'{s would remain

always, which is not correct, because it is evident from Torah that

Allah Subhana-o-T'ala had given the news to the Prophet MoosclS

that, from the Mount F aran a Prophet would appear and his Shari'a

would be flaming (Aa'tisheen) it is also mentioned in the first journey of

Torah thatC"+cJr i t r r * . ruJr ,y  i&r$Vl  3r*# 
i .e . .  in  the

descendant of HajiraAs a child would be born whose hand would be on

the hands of all the human l,,eings. From lhese statements it is evident

that the great Prophet who wouid born after the Prophet MootoAS

would appear from the mount faran and he would also be the source of

the Shcri 'c and that he would be a descendant of lsmi/e/S. Thes.

statements reject the statement o[ the Je*s. Now the issue to discuss is

that the Shari'a of MooscAS would be eternal or it rvould be for a

particular fixed time or it would be without any condition' If it were to

eternal then it would be rejecting the Torah itself. If it were to be for a

fixed period then, there would not be any objection and if it were to be

unconditional then, it would be rejecting the above statement without

any evidence. Thus, the above statement of the Jews is not worth

believing. Hence, the ProphetpBUH ;r the concluder of the Prophets

and after him there would be no Prophet and his Shan'a would rematn

alwavs.
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Clause 13: The ProphetpBuH is the Shafe (interceder): It is
evident from the true tradition that the ProphetpBuH would intercede
for the believers who had committed grave sins. Thus, the ProphetpBuH

,uid dl d/ t l.(Jl J.l rspur {rJt)l. The Mo,tazelah rejecrs the
intercession (Shafa'at) by the ProphetpBuH on the strength of the

Holy Verse i"9 ''e* ,l'c 1r{} # ,f ,.* ts F ) L;lr&lr . Th.
answer to this is that this Holy Verse is in respect of the ,lirbelievers

only but not general. If it were treated as general then it would be

against the Promise by Allah Subhdna-o-T'ala to the ProphetpBuH

thut, 
(6 ,rr"'altl t"'&F *5{J *5"L*. J-J.s 

because vith this .4gor

it is evident that Allah Subhana-o-T'ala would accept so many

submissions (for intercession) by the Prophet that he would be huppy

and satisfied. If Allah Subhana-o-T'ala would not accept his

intercession then it is evident that the Prophet would become gl.'omy.

This would be against the sense of 
'Fatarza'. 

Hence, it is necessary'

that  the Agat 'ua- takhu-gouma'would have to be speci f ied in  v iev 'of

the above ,49o1.

Clause 14: The Prophet MohammedPBUH ir the highest of all the

Prophetsi For this there are some reasons.

i. Allah says rJ's r"fli-l :* € . The greatness of the

Ummah is the evidence of the greatness of the Prophet.

Because, v'hatever greatness is with the Ummah is with the

teachings and guidance of the Prophet only. Thus, the greatness

of the Ummch would be due to the greatness of the Prophet.

Since the {Jmmah of the ProphetpBuH is better than all the

Ummah hence, the Prophet's being better then a[ the Prophets

is necessary.

i i .  The Imam Fakharuddin Razi  in  Ma' lamul-e-Usool-e-Deen

has stated that Allah Subhana-o-T'ala after stating the noble

proprieties of the Prophets had stated to the ProphetpBUH that,

c..&it 
f^l *6r, dJ1 .5.u;-.rJt .5;J1t. 

The proohetptsuH had
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followed the virtues of all the Prophets and had become the

accumulator of all such qualit ies. Thus, the accumulator would

be superior to those who did not possess the virtues collectively.

i i i . The third reason is that, Prophel'. PBUH invitation for all the

human beings and fnnis. Thus, he would be superior to the

Prophets whose invitation was not general l ike this.

lv. He (ProphetpBuH) i. .o*petent for intercession. No other

Prophet is pompetent for intercession. Thus, it is evident from

the true traditions that, the previous Ummah when, u'ould

approach to their Prophets for intercession then, the-v.- would give

ihe answer that, 
'you 

should approach to the ProphelPBUH'

Due to these reasons the Prop,hetpBuH is superior to all the

Prophets.

Clause 15: 
'Me'raj 'of 

the ProphetpBuH:

The ProphetpBuH had Mc'raj from Makkah to Bait-ul-Muqudas,

which is evident frorn the Holv Verse

;*i)l r-?-.Jl .,Jr prlr ,ra--*Jr d/ XJ 9r+rl r.f;rr .gir gu-. 
The

Mo'tazelahalso agrees to the 'Me'rc j ' to  th is  extent .  The e levat ion f rom

Masiid-e'Aqsa to the skies is also evident from this ,4yct only. 
' fhus,

Imam Fahharuddin Rczi in Ma'alam IJsool-e-Deen had stated that,

* t l+b OSI dlli * .!,Jl $Ji t'Ul;..e'It 't't"..Jt
-Jr{j"Jt,-+-Jr i.e., lrom

Masjid-e-Aqsa the Me'raj to the skies, rvhich occurred to the Prophet,

is evident from the Agat 
' la-tarka-been' 

and the Popular Hadith. The

Ahle-Sunnal has the belief that the Prophet MohamrncdPBUH. in

avaken condition and his Holy body had'Me'raj '. This is the Faith of

all the companions of the Prophets. However, Agesha SiddiqoRz and

MawiaRT- had difference of opinion. Allama Tultazani in SAara-e-

Aqaid-e- [\ i az/i has stated,
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s nv ,P ft.l.Jt ,-C gtf gt-rr"lt 0l frJ ,y ,-* rlt .rlt a,ul ihiJll lJJi,

cJ6 9r'*5V gs ca j;1b$..o!.tt c;tf Jrii grrr.Jr t ,P ir a4* y

at,JtUJ't..r"' 't---; *ii t..

i .e., the gist of the statement of Hz. MawiaRZ is that, the Me'rai in

dream is righteous and FIz. AgrshaRz says that the Me'rai was not

with body bur was spiritual. The opinion of all the companions of the

Prophet is nor according to both of them. But, the belief of all the

companions is  that  the ProphetpBuH had the 'Me'ra j ' in  awaken

condition physically. Allama Tuttazani says that rf the Me'raj were to

occur during the dream or spiritually then polytheists would not have

opportunity to reject it nor and a section of Muslims would huve

become disbelie'ers.

The Philosophers do not believe that, in the skies there is a

possibil i ty of splitt ing and rejoining (Khrq-o'l l tgcm), thus they do not

believe in Me'rai ', at all. But, when they have accepted the issue that,

every body may have destruction and expansion have the Faith that the

sky is also a bodily creation, then where is the question of not accepting

the construction and destruction in the skies) These days there is no

need for any answer to such question, because the philosophers of this

period are having doubt about the very existence of the sky.
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Chapter -V

(The Khilafat)

Clause 1: It is the Faith of the Sunnis that, the ProphetpBUFI 6u3 n,r,
made any of hir companions, his Caliph. Allama A'zaduddin in

Mouqal has stated Jt"-t{ # ,*tJt ttt i.e., there is no evidence about
Khlafat in respect of any of the companions. Abu Shukur Salnmi in
Tamheed . has stated
LJI Ji.fl JUJ:) t*yo*l;ils b i.LtlieLzrJtJ 

the Sunnat-ul_

Jammat have the belief that, Imamal i.e., Khilafal was not specified
wi th anvone.  Al lamaTul tazani  in  Shar i 'a-c-Maqasid has stated that .

' ' +ll-o"Ll rb! * _*r_ J,in,L J' ;' t, C;r-,*lr.; il ;:r-Jr; Lrtr.-at u_*j

Allama says that, our friends i.e., Ahle Sunnat, Mo'tazelah ancl
Klrcwarij have the Faith that the ProphetpBuH had not specified
anyone for his Khilalat. In Mehsal, Imam Fahharuddin Razi has
stated that.

jJ ir i."Jr :i .* i,t IlJIJ dK v:T,"rJtirlrtLrlo J, JJ;Jr!r

d C,tq t =he 16" i+Jt .Jr llr r.l=i '1"l OKi 4e Lr r.s, ;K
't'**io"rg 

a*l' df ql _f,1"! i(Ji; er,t
i .e., ior the Imamat of Abu BcAr there is no reason excepting the oath
of ailegiance (ba'at), because had the issue of Khilafat specified then,
the delay or hesitation in the oath of allegiance would have been a fault.
Thus, only oath of allegiance is the proper evidence for the Imamat.
From the above statements it is evident that the ProphetpBuH has not
made any of his companions his Khali/o. Thus, according to the
statement of Imam RaziRH the oath of allegiance (Ba'at) by the
Mohajireen (immigrants) and Ansaar (helpers) is the evidence for the
Khtlafat and Imamat of the SiddiqRz. It rnuy be noted that according
to the Ahle-Sunnat it is mandatory to establish the Khalifa, because
the implementation of the orders of Sfran'a and the administration is nor
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i ,oss ib le v ' i t  I , ,  , r  th is .  Th, ' ,SAi ' is  says that ,  i t  rs  rnarrdatorv on . i / l , rh  to
,  s tabl ish th,  Ai r r lc lc l  and I rnLtrnot .

Clause 2 Khilafar at Abu Bakfz.
' fhe 

Khi1, r t , i l  '> f  A i ,u gul r r t l l  i r  l r rovcr i  u , i th  the cor lsensus ( / r ,nr ' ) .  In

the A.1otJ,e- .4zadi  i t  i , .  nr tnt i .n t , r l  that .  t  t "at t {43l ' l  { ; i  the 1, r .of
of  Imurnat  is  through 1 im, i ' .  The br ie i  h is tory, , ' f  th is  * ,ent  is  that ,  . r l tcr
the c lcmise , . , f  the Pr , rphet i 'F ILI I  th . '  , , , rnpenions gatherer j  a t  Saqhi . t , r -c-
Buni 'su 'dah.  Thc l r rso,r rs  to lc l  to  ,Vohai i rccn that ,  i t  is  desi rable that ,
,rrre leadcr (,4mecr) l:rorn rrs anri one leader from you shoulcl be
selected. Abu BahrRZ said that, the learler i.e.. Ameer woulr.l be from
us (,\ulroirreen), and the rninisters frorn you (Ansaar) and gave rhe
ev i r l cnce  f rom the  t ra r l i t i on , , i  r he  P rophe tpBUH i . c . , ; r l l  t he . / r nan rs
noirlr l he Qurai,sh. Aftcr t lr is the companions rcturnerl to Abu Bakl17
and reached consensus ()n his Khil,r./ct anrl ort this onl! all the
companions made lJa ' : ,1 .  FI , ,u 'e , rcr ,  ,41;RZ" "as hesi iant  but  a l tcr  ;orne

timc he also rnaclc ti l t ;r i ieciarrcc kc,e1.,inx in vieu' the gt-,neral rorr*'nsus.

Cfause l: The Khilafat af Ome]Zz

Abu Bakr SirldiqRT'� was KA,r/ija for a perio<i of 2 vears .{ months or 2
years {: nionths. \&'hen he feil sick and lost rhe hope ,.rf his .sun'ival,
then he called F{2. OsntanRT'ancl xrote the orrlers lr,,r the Khil afat of
Omcr- e- F arooP[\z as und.,r:

In the name ol Allah the rnost beneiicent and the nierciful
This is the last perind of AbLr Bahr bin ()ahnfa in rhis world and
the beginning peric'd of his entering into the Hereafrer. This is the
time when the disbeliever u.c,ir ld bec.,m. a bciicver and a sinner
u'oulr.l repent on his sins. I hat'e nominated Ornar-hin-ul-KAallob as
my Khal i /a .  I f  he does just ice thcn,  th is  is  nrv o l r in ion a ls , r .  i f  he
does injustice then. his sirr r ' ,,orrlr i lr" on him onl_v. I int.-ncled q()(x.l

anrl I anr not thc one tr..hr, searclrt 's defects

, b.&,.Ji;".,5t l 5*ig ..,r_-rJt -Lo-r,,(  -  ' '  '  ' ) .
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When this script was completed he af{ixed his s"al and thit n'as broueirt

outside ancl the companions o'ere aokecl to make oath t,f ollcgian,:c with

the person rvhose nanre is written thcrein. \\ 'hen this paper \tas l;rouglit

before Hz. AtiRT' then. he said even if the narne of C)rncr is rr rittcrt t i t

i t we make covenant with him. Then the comlranions macle rlath of

allegiance v'ith Omer and had c.)nsensus on his Kli i io/rit.

Omer FaroooRz 6u3 ue Khilalat for ten y.ars. Thi.s peric,rl of his

Khilaf at rvas accomplished wrth full justicc anrl piety. ln Zilhoji )4n'

Hij i a slave of Abu Lulu Mugaira bin Shaba assassinatecl hirri ( innc

Ii l la uta inna ilahi raiion).

Clause 4: The Khilafat of Osman Ghanfz,

When Omer'-r-FarooqRz u.'as injured ancl realizecl that he wouid be a

martyr then, he stated that, 
' the 

competent persons for the KhilaJat are

those with whom the ProphelPBUH v'as happy ti l l  his last periorJ" Then,

he took the names of OsmanR"Z, Ali-al-MurturoRZ, ZubairRT-,

TalhaRZ, Abdul Rahrnan bin Aoul ancl Sa'od bin Abi VaqutRZ. H"

told that after due consultation one of you may become the Khalifa.

.After the burial of OmerRZ the above mentioned compani,tns c,rnsulted

and had come to the consensus to make Abdul Rahman bin AouJ as

the arbitrator. Abdut Rahman bin AoulRT- selected OrrnonRZ- o.,d

before all the companions he made the oath of allegiance (Ba'al) at his

hands. Th"n all the companions made the allegiance (Bc'al).

Clause 5: The Khilafat oI Ali-al-MurtuzaRZ:

When Osmcn Zinn-nuraanRz was martvred the Mtthaiireen and the

.4nsar gathered after three days or fi,re days of his martvrdom and

requested Hr. AIiRZ to accept the Khi/a./rrt . Hz. AliRT"acceptecl it after

refusing several times. Hz. ;l/i was martyretl after thirty years of the

demise of the ProphetpBufl. H" was rnart.vred at the beginning of the

30th year. Some say that Hz. AliRT- was the Khalila for five vears anrl

after his martyrdom Hasson bin AIiRZ'wiis thc Khalifa for six rnonths.

With this the )0 years of the Khilaiat after the demise ,ri the

ProphetpBUH have L,een c,rmpleterl. Sincc thi: Pr,,phetpBLIl hud
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. .L.b t at (l, *a; Ji-, O_fdf dJ+ &. rl>t".Jr -rL: Lr ̂  ):trto ld 
'  t '  ' -  - -  vJ--  v- -  ( r  l  n ls  naaun rs

evident that after thirty years there would be n,r Kh,lulri l . However,

there would be kingship. Certain traditions shc,u r hrrt after the

ProphetpBuH there v,ould be twelve Khalifas. In this srtu.rtr,rn Omer

bin Abdul Aziz & certain other Umr,,i Khali las would also be :n. lu<lerl

in this Khilaiat. Allama TuftazaniRZ had interpreted that, 
"thirn 

-rcar'
Khilafat means, the Khilat'at v'hich was not opposed to any of the

practices (Sanna/) of the ProphetpBuH, for any reason and this is the

Khilafat-e-Rashida. As regards to the tradition in which 12 Khali ias

are indicated means that, 
' i t 

is possible that during this Khilolcl the

nature of the people would become more greedy and lustful. Thus, it is

not the Khilalat-e-Rashida but the real Khilafat-e-Rashida is for 30

years as indicated in the first tradition.'

Clause 6: The Ahle-Sunnal has the view that, the Imam in general is

the Khali ia. v,hereas the Shi' is have the Faith that the Imam is specific

than Khalila. Some others are of the view that, since there is no need

of any specific order from Allah Subhana-o-Tala about the Kh;lafat or

Imamat. hence there is no difference between them.

Cfause 7: For the Khilafat-e-Rashida the Ahle-Sunnat has no

condition for honour (Asmat) i.e., the Khalit 'a need not be an innocent.

Because, for this condition there is no evidence but it is a condition that

he should be a Qurashi. It is also not a condition that he should be

superior to the people of his period. Because, the basic condition for the

Khilat'at and the Imamat is that the Khalit'a should be competent to

protect and implement the orders of Allah and should be competent to

guard the limits of Islam and also should be able to provide justice to

the oppressed. He should also have talent in politics and administration.

For the Khilalat and the Imamat these qualit ies are sufficient for any

person. It is possible that such a person may not be superior to the

people of his period.

Clause 8: Since, innocence (Masoom) is not the condition for the

Khilaiat and Imamal: the Hanafi.s are having the Faith that the Fizq
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(grave sins) would not null ify the Khtlalat or Imamat. The Shof's are

of the belief that the Imam and the Qczi would i,e ciisqualified from

tlieir position due to the burden oI Fizq (grave sins). But, Allama

Tuitazani says that, according to the books of Sho/io the Qozi would

loose his position due to Fisq but the Imam would not be deprived of

his position, because on his removal there is a fear of chaos.

Using insulting words and abuses in respect of the companions of

the ProphetpBUH 'it Fisq (grave sin), because the ProphetpBuH had

stated great values in respect of his companions. Thus, the Prophet

said, 
"Respect 

my companions because they are better than you". He

has further said, 
"You 

should not Abuse my companions because if

some one of you gives in charity gold equivalent to the mount Ahad

even then, you would not get recompense (Scu,,ab) equivalent to one

measure or half measure of charity of my companions." The quarrels

and the misunderstandings among the compunionsRz should be

interpreted in a good manner and to have good Faith on them. Thus, it

is not permissible to criticize the companionrRZ fot any of the reasons.

It may be noted that, if the criticism on the companionsRZ were not

based on irrevocable evidence then it would amount to blasphemy

(Kufr), for instance defaming about Agesha-SiddiqaRz, because this

criticism is against the Holy Verse which is evident of the purity and

chastity of AgeshaRz. If the crit icism (against the companions) is not

against the proper evidence, even then it is Fisg (grave sin) and ill-

fated innovation (bidd'at). However, the people who call the

.ompanionsRz as blasphemers (Kafi) are no doubt blasphemers

themselves (Kafir). Because, their utterance of Kufr is against the Holy

-ri#r J.c al.u)l r :r '
ve rse ,  . '  '& ' - t i uJ (S r .o_ ._A l fa th_29 )

There is a difference of opinion about the reproach (la'ant) of

Yazid. Hona/is dislike it but when we verify the books of Shaifis it is

evident that it is permissible to curse Yazid. Thus, AIIama Tuftazani in

the Aqaid-e-Nosli had clarif ied this.
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Clause 9: it is also the belief of Ahle-Sunnat that alnong the

cornpanions of the ProphetpBtjl '1, Hz. Abu BahrRZ is superior, after

hirn Hz. Omer-e-FarooqRz then, Hz. Ot*onRZ anri after him Hz.

Ali-al-MurturoRZ' The scholar Datt,ani \n Shar'e-Aqaid-e-lalali has

stated that, 
' i t 

is reported through Imam-e-NIac'l i  that he was silent

about the superiority of Osman-zinnurragn and Ali-al-MurluzaRT' r-e.,

it was not clari i ied that, whethe, OsmanRZ is superior to Hz. AIiRZ or

vice versa.' The Iman-ul-Harmain has stated that, 
'evidently 

it is

possible that, Abu Bakr SiddiqRz i, ,up".ior to all the companions and

OmerRZ is superior to remaining all the companions. But, there is a

difference of opinion in respect of the superiority of OsmonRZ on AIiRZ

or vice ,rersa. Abi Bakr bin Abi Hazima states that, 
'Hz. 

AIiRZ is

superior to F{2. OsmorRZ. It may be noted that, here the superiority

rneans that, the person who would get rnore recompense (Sou,ab)' This

does not mean the superiority of knowledge or birth.

Clause 10: Thus, after the Khalit 'a'e-Rashideen the superiority is for

the companions who have been defined as lannati (those u'ho wil l enter

into the Heoven definitely) by the ProphetpBUtl, th"t. are several

companions. Hon'ever in the true traditions the names mentioned are:

1) Abu Bakr Sidd;qRZ 2) Omer-e-FarooqRz 3) Osman ZinnuragnRz

4) Ali-al-NluriuzaRZ 5) TathaRZ 6) Zubaifz 71 Aba"t Rahman

bin AuofRZ 8) .Scc'd lt in Abi VaqnsRZ 9) Saseed bin ZaidRZ 10)

Abu 
' lJbaida 

bin al larahRz are definitely the Heavenly companions. In

other true traditions it is also mentioned that Fatima-tuz-ZohraRZ is the

leader of the Heavenlv d/onien and it is also menlioned that Imam

HossanRZ and Imam HussainRZ are the leaders of the Hea,renly youth.

it is also necessary to have Faith that the said persons are also

Heavenly. Because, the truthful reporter i.e., the Ptoph"tpBUFl hud

reported about their being Heavenly. Allama 
'Azduddin 

in Aqaid-e'

Asdil la had stated that, the companions who had the Bail 'e-nzruan and

those who had participated in the battle of Bader are also Heavenly'

Apart from these the remaining companions should be remembered with

good tidings.
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Conclusion: Allama Tuitazani in SAan'a-e -MaqasiLl after the discussion

about the angels and prophets had the discussion about the l,'nli (Saint) and

their supernatural power. In line w,ith Allama we would also discuss on these

trvo topics briefly in this booklet.

Clause 11: VaIi is the person who had the knowledge of the Essence

and Attributes,of Bori-e-T'�ala and always engaged in obedience to

Atlah Subhana-o-T'ala and protects hirnself from the desires, lust and

sins. He would always be in the remembrance of Allah and would hate

everything other than Allah subhana-o-T'ala. About the status of the

Aulia-e-Allah (Saints), Atlah Subhana'o-T'ala in the Holv Q'ron

says that, 0ii*ie rlr<Jt if : *tJt rqJlt gl )1 lYoun us-62) i.e.,

Aulia-e-AIIaA (Saints) had no fear or sorrow. The perfection of the

Vilagat of the Aulia depends upon the following of the ProphetpBuH

whoever, follows the ProphetpBuH 611t is the perfect one (Kami1)' The

ProphetpBuH is innocent (free from error) and his innocence is perfect,

his perfect following would be possible by a person who is also innocent

(Masoom-anit-khata) because, one .vho is not innocent the complete

following would be highly impossible'

Clause 72: Allama Tuftazani in Shori 'c-e,Maqasid has stated that,

Va/i would not be equivalent to the Prophet in status. However, some

other godly people are of the view that, 
'Vilagat is superior to the

|11 o$61tat'. With this statement it would be evident that every Vilagat is

superior to every Nabouat. This is not correct. Because, it would be

against the respect, hence this is to be interpreted and it would be that,

the Vilagat means rhe Vilagat of the ProphetpBuH (concerned). With

this the meaning would be that, the Vilagat of the Nabi would be

superior ro the Nabouat (of the said Nabi). Thus, the Allama has

,  . r  ^  
t t l+ , t '  J- ! r t , . " r j l+) ;$tJrJ. l r "eJt i r .J{  f  }  Thestated that,

Allama has stated the reason for this, that'the Nabouat with Shori 'c is

discontinued, because the Nabot,al has been concluded with the

prophetpBuH. But, the Vilagat can never be discontinu.d and it would
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continue ti l l  the Day of Judgment. Thus, its bounty is eternal. Jh,,
Allama had interpreted his statement in the same manner as it has been
interpreted in Fusoos by sAeiAh Akbar Moihuddin lbn-e-Arabi. The
sfreiAA while discussion in the honour of the Auli.-e-Attah had srated.'vi lagat 

is the general Nabouar and the !\, labouat-e-shai'a is the
specific Nabouat. It is evident from the statement of the SAeiAh that the
specific Nabouat is concluded and the general Nabot:a! has not been
concluded. It appearp that, the statement of the Ailamo is clerived from
the above view of Sheikh-e-Akbar.

Clause 13: The supernatural power of the saints is a fact (Haq). For
this there are two reasons. According to the Holy euran:

t when ZihrigaAs entered Bait-ur-Muquddas, he sav ecribles
with Maigaml.l und asked her as from where this foc,d had
come to you. She said that, it is bestowed from Attah
Subhana-o-T'ala. Thus, in the Holy euran Ailah sa).s.

/ , t
JJ ;t ft-,, U- JII tijt b,l;l r" ;,;tr:r-Jt !F tdr r[.: rJf

(rz-gl/t)fi dJt -r;c d, f cJri ri.r
(Aal-e-lmran-T7). Further, with the invocation (Dua) of Hz.
Asif Sidd;q, rhe throne of Bilqis reached in fronr of Hz.
SulemanAS within a wink. It is evident from the Holy euran.
Thus, Allah says,

. &* ',.(Jr ,uy;1t # q -dJ! ur ...rr(Jt u * es; 6jJr J6
rJ-) j.d d/ li" )ti tt*'tj,uoT; di

(Sura-e-Namal-4}). In this Agat, the words ,ehalal_lazi_

indahu' are meant for Hz. Asif Siddiq i.e., to whom Allah
subhana'o-T'o1a had given the knowledge of rorah; said that.
I shall bring that throne before a wink. when he saw the throne
in front, then said that it is due to the blessings of my sustainer
('rb). with both these verses it is evident that, the supernatural
would occur through the pious persons (Saliheen\.

o The second reason is that, it is the news of the continu<-rus
meanings that, through the companions and their followers and
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other saints several supernatural things had occur. Thus, Hz.
Omer while delivering sermon (khutba) in the mosque saw the
Islamic army, which was fighting with the disbelievers in the
town of Nehawand. It was at the verge of defeat, and then he
said that, 'O! Small army, take the shelter of the mountain.'
The army heard his sound and occupied the mountain and
Islamic armies got the victory. KhalidRz drank the poison and
digested it without any harm. Moreover, several supernatural
deeds are popularly attributed to Hz. A\;RZ.Thus to have the
Faith that, the supernatural deeds (Karamat) occur through the
saints (,4u1ia) is truth (Hoq). Mo'tazelah disagrees with this
and Ustad Abul Isaq is also having rhe same Faith, which has
been clarif ied 6y Imam-ul-Harmain.

Clause 14: There is difference of opinion about the supernatural deeds,
which occur through the Prophe6PBUH as miracles. For instance
making way in the river, waking a dead, could also occur to a saint as a
supernatural deeds. Certain scholars feel that, it is not possible and
some other say that it is possible. In this condition the difference
between the miracle and the supernatural deed would be the inherent
(T ahaddi) and acquired (Adam,T ahaddi).
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Chapter-VI

(The Torment (Azaab) in the Grave and the Hereafter)

Clause 1:  Torment  in  the graYe:

The Sunni  people say that , ' the torment  in  the grave is  cer ta in (Haq) l

Thus, ,4/ /ah Subhana-o-T 'o1a sa1's

JIIJJt)I btJr Ua, t lt JW S\Stb r#r dltJrJ JLJI

: / t&JlJ- i l  j f  t  (A l_ \ / , ,mrn_

46) 
' l-he 

people of Pharaoh would be heated on the fire morning an<l

evening and on the Day of Judgment (they v'i l l  be commanded) 
'Ol

People of Pharaoh enter into the severe punishment'. Moreover, .4//aA

Subhana-o-T 'a la says ;$t  * t1J; ' : i t  u ' t  k ' (Al -Mo,nin-11) .

From this Agai it is evident that, people would die tu,o times and would

ire awakerrerl twice. The first death is that, v'hich occurs in this ivorld

and the first awakening is that which woulcl be in the grave. The sec,rnrl

death is in the grave and the second li ie is the l ife given on the D.rv,,i

Resurrection. In both these Holy \ ' 'erse, it is evident that the people

will be given l ife in the graves. As per the first \"erse the torment in the

grave is evident. About the torment in the grave several traditions are

also reported. Thus, the ProphetpBUH "u1.1 that, 
"V'/hen 

anyone of y,ru

dies, morning and evening he would be show the place which is for him.

The one who is of Paradise rvould be shown the place in the Heaven,

and the one who is infernal would be shown his place and he would be

said that , ' t i l l  the Day of  Resurrect ion th is  is  your  p lace ' . "  Ja la luddin

Sierr ' l i  in 'SAt i r i 'c -e-Scdar '  had repor ted several  t radi t ions of  s imi lar

nature and contents. From these traditions it is evident that. there is rest

and pleasure and also the tormcnt to the dead in the grave. During this

time he would be conscious that, he is in the pleasure or in punishment.

Thus, from the Holy Quran and the Holy traditions it is evident that,

the dead would either be in the pleasure or would be in torture. For this

reason only it is compulsory to have Faith on the pleasure or

punishment in the grave. Because, there are se,teral things, the

knowledge of which was given only t.r the ProphetpBul{ or the
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ProphelPBUH had seen them with his eyes, such as the hell and the
Heaven. The ProphetpBLrl-l has given the information of this knovledge
or his personal verif ication to his IJmmaft. Since, the ProphetpBul-{ was
free from errors and is the true reporter. Hence it is necessary to accept
every tiding given by him. The rejection of such tidings is blasphemy;
especially when any news is prorred through continuous reports. For
instance, these traditions, which are evident of the torment in the grave
or the pleasure in the'grave. their common point is continuous in all the
traditions. In the fundamentals of Fiqa, it is proved that, rejection of the
continuous traditions is blasphemy (Kufr) However, the rejection of the
solitary news is not blasphemy for the reason that, in such report the
possibil i ty of doubt (Zan) u'ould be evident, yet it is not so because ir
is the report from the ProphelPBUI l. Thur, the people who reject the
punishment of gra,re are the disbelievers. We have discussed in detail
this issue in Al-Hagat baad-al Manmat. We v'i l l  rest this discussion at
this point.

Clause 2: The Questions by Munkir-o-Nakir (two angels who
would question to the dead),

It is mentioned in the true tradition thar, rhe ProphetpBuH has told,
'when 

the dead body is placed in the grave then, two black angels
would come to i t .  One of  them is 'Munki /and the other  

'NaAir ' ,  
and

then these two angels u,ould ask the corpse as to v,hat it says about that
person. If the corpse is of a Momin then, it would say that, 

'he 
is the

close servant of AIlah i.e., iVoham-.dPBUH. I believe that Allah
Subhana-o-T'alc is one and Prophet MohammcdPBUH Ir the Prophet
o{ AIIah. Then, the trvo angels would say. 

'V/e 
expect the same from

you' then, the grave u'ould become larger to the extent of seventy yards
and would become il luminated. Then, he u,oulcl be asked ro sleep. The
body would then say 

'Shall 
I go to my relatives and give this go,rd news

to them.' The angels woulcl say, you go to sleep like a bride till Atlah
awakens you from this dream.'And if that dead is a hypocrite then.
would ansver that, whatever I heard from people about that person I
used to say the same. The angels would sav. 

'we 
expected the same
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close), then the earth woul<i come close and the ribs of the dead would

merge together antl the dead would be in torment until Allah Subhana-

t,-T'ala would rise him from that grave. Habai and Balqi have rejected

the names of ,Vunkir and,VaAir and have interpreted Munkir as

stammering of the tongue by a disbelie.,er and /VcAir is interpreted as

the treat of the angels. This interpretation is against the words, which

are ev ident .

Frcrrn the torment of gra.re and questions with the corpse Zarrar-
bin-I/mro, Basher-Marisi and majority of the subsequent Mo'tazelah
an,l the Shi'is have disagreed. They interpret the clear traditions with

absurd and false interpretations.

Clause 3:  Imam Najmuddin.Nasf iRH in 'Aqaid '  has stated,  
'wi th 

the

invocations (Dua) and charity by l iving beings there would be benefit

to the dead. On this issue true traditions are available which are evident

that, by the invocations (Dua) and charity the dead wil l be benefited.

Especially by the Solcl for dead (namaz-e-janaza), the benefit, which

reaches to the dead, is established from the Holy Quran also. Thus,

Allah Subhana-o-T'ala says, your Sclal is peace and satisfaction, for
the dead. It is mentioned in the Hadith-e-Shareef that, on a corpse if
hundred Muslim offer Salat and pray for its salvation then, their

invocation would be honoured. Moreouer, there is a tradition that,
'Saad-bin-'AabadahRZ 

asked the ProphetpBuH that, my mother has
died. For her, what shall I give in charity (Scdqc) which is ostenratious.

The ProphetpBuH said, that water, and then Sa'cdRZ had got a well

dug and told that, the recompense of this is for the mother of Sa'cd.'

Apart from this tradition there are several other traditions are reported,

which confirm that, the invocation and the charity are beneficial for the

dead. If at all there is a difference of opinion, it is v,ith Mo'tazelah.

But, in general the Sunno/-ul-Jammat is having he Faith that, the

invocations are beneficial and Allah Subhana-o-T'ala accepts the

invocations and is the one who bestows the needs. Thus, l l lah says,
'thou 

pray to Me and I shall grant'. ,4//ch further says
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ftJ.J "* ,y,lS;lt;"4':..'ti 6le: l3! gt*Jt 6;,r: i..'*t

1lA\. irnJt ) gJ'u,t (AI-Baqra_
86) i.e., ' indeed I accept the invocations of those who pray (for their

needs) to Me'. Thus, those who make invocations shall desire

acceptance of the said invocations from Me and shall have Faith on Me

so that, they may be on the straight path. From these verses it is

evident that, Allah Subhana-o-T'a1o accepts the invocations but the

acceptance of invocation is not binding. It depends only on the mercy of

Allah Subhana-o-T'ala. Though in these verses there is a promise of

granting acceptance 6y Allah Subhana-o-T'ala yet the acceptance

(lstejabat) means one who is making the invocations shall be a pious

person sincere in his intentions and making the invocation with presence

of heart, submission and humility. The accumulation of all these things,

at the time of making invocation is very difficult. Hence, the invocations

of several people are not accepted.

Clause 4: The conditions of the Day of Resurrection:

Allama Sa'aduddin Tuftazani, in Shcri 'a-e-Nlaqasid has stated that,

before the Day of Judgment (Qagamat), certain event should be

evident. Such as, the appearance of the beast of the earth (Dabat-ul-

Arz), appearance of the group of Cog and Magog, the dawn of sun

from the west, three types of sinking of the earth, reduction of

knowledgel, there would be none trustful, adultery and theft would be

increi^sed, the male population would be lesser than the female

population, there would be no time left for repentance. Huzaifa bin

Asid ChafariRZ narrates that, 
'we 

were discussing about the Day of

Resurrection, at that t ime the Proph.tpBuH and told that, ten signs

would be apparent before the Day of Judgment i.e., the smoke and

Dajjal (Dukuan-e-Dcjjcl), the beast of earth, the dawn of the sun

from the west, descent of IsaAS , the appearance of Cog and Magog,

three sinking of earth i.e., the first sinking would be in the east and the

second in the west and the third would be in the peninsula of Arab.

'  
Here the knouJedge means the knorvledge about the cssence ofBalr-e-I 'ala
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After all this a huge fire would appear from Yemen and the fire will

shove the people towards the ground of Judgment. The ProphetpBuH

has also told that, the first of all th"se indications. is the dawn of the

sun from the west, and the beast of the earth *ould uppear before noon.

The ProphetpBuH has also told one of the indications that, the grave

sinner would be the leader of the tribe and the mean person of the

IJmmah would become the officer. The scholars have interpreted the

above matters and have stated that: Daiial means ihe disbeliever who

would call the people towards the wrong path. The people v'ho follow

him vould become disbelievers. He v'ould be the head of the

government and all the disbelievers would treat him as their ruler. He

would force lhe believers to have Faith in him. On refusal he would kill

them. It would be the time of a great test for the believers. 
'Cod 

may

save every Momin from this evil!' The Prophet /saAS would come

down from the skies and would kil l  that disbeliever (Daiial). After

this event the Cog and Mogog would appear, some belie,r" that, the

Cog and Magog are the descendants of Yafath-bin-NoahRZ' some sav

that, they are the human beings, some of them are very tall and some ol

them are short. When these people would come they would eat away

the animals and plantations, they would be very large in number. The

entire earth would become a desert. But, they would not be able to do

anyhing 'v i th  Makkah-e-Mouzama, Madina-e-Nlunnauara and Bai l -

ul-Muqadas. Ultimately they would become sick and all of them would

die. Then, the huge birds would l ift them and tlrrow them into sea.

Then. there would be rains and the earth *ould be washed.

ln the tradition it is stated that, after the kil l ing of Dajjol, /scAS

would l ive for seven years. During the times of /soAS the entire lJmmah

of the ProphetpBLrH would have fraternity. Then, th" cold breeze would

blow and all the believers rvould die and the bad people v'ould remain.

The Day of Judgment would dawn on them only. And the Trumpet of

Izrafi l\S would be blown on them only.
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Allama Tu.ftazani has stated in this clause that, the advent qf

MahdlAS ancl the descenciing of -ls,rAS from the skies are among the
conditions for the Day of Resurrection. He has further sta6d that, the
MuhdiAS rvould be a descendanr of F atima-tuz-
ZohraRZ

!t'; dlt dl".r- t{irilJt s-r; i+bU .rJ: if J:U prrr r;t ;lt }|,JlrJt ..-ui

. In this statement the Allamahad made ,,r*f,.#:#:f
The first issue is that the l\'lahdiAs would be the Imam of justice
(lmam,;-'t1,,1;1). The second is that, the MahdiAS is in the descendanrs
of F atimoRZ and the third is that, no specific period has ben indicated
for his advent, but it depends upon the Will of Atlch. Tlhe fourth is
that, he is the defen<ler of the Faith of the ProphetpBuH rnd for that
purpose only he is deputed. The fifth matter is that, frratever the
Allama has told here is not his opinion but tlresc { the Tiews
commonly accepted by the ancient scholars. l

From some of the true traditions it is also evident that {e Mu}dias
is  the Khol i la  of  AI toh.  Thus.  in  Sonin-e- lbn-c-Ma1a th{  t radi t ion is
available. Further it is also established that the NIahdiN is le protcctor

of the l. immaA from destruction, in Mishkaat-e-Shareef it irrtated that,

f rf"t4,+Jtltnrri,J ,# J rd:r d Ut ,r:rt *SIC,,Af

td.-J d .fi J{ From
this tradition it is established that, the advent of the Mahdff rvo,rld b"
earlier to Hz. IsaAS. Since the Allama has mentioned the advent of the

MahdiAS among the conditions for the Day of Resurrectio!, herrcc we

have also made the above discussion. .3f.
T T

Clause 5: Imam Razi has stated in 
'Ma'lam-c.lJsrol-r-*n' 

f l. to
have Faith that, the earth and the sky would destroy $re df, is

mandatory $Y'ajib). For this belief the evidence is that, J th" bodies
are identical. It is one of the qualities c.,f the body rhat, it sould bedome
old and rotten. Hence, necessarily the Heavenly bodhs would also
tecome old and rotten. Allah Subhuna-o-T'ala has siven thc nevs in
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the Holy Quran that, one day the arrangements of the earth and the

sky would be destroyed. Thus AIIah Subhana-o-Tala says,

(t.t,GtJt)i!a.-Jt,r.h5 *t" Jl sF f y He further says,
(t*rw;jlt) ':,,:jr \5r_61' trlJ d/rh.{,jt eUl!! N{or.ou"r, He ,uy",

r4Jr.air ,e;Ir *,-7 f\ J U1;Jj ,-f -r!t JJ; rir and 
{.,,1.,.,J!+'tt:t-1

He further says iJi'4jld,'6ajtt J!+Jt ..lp runu also He
r) -:ra r\:.Jljl r

says 
-f-

would shatter, in the earth there would be mighty quakes and the earth

would vomit all the hidden burdens in it and the mountains would

become like pebbles. This is the sense of the'spoil ing of the universe'.

All this .oulrJ happen through the storm of a hefty wind, because on

orders of Allah Subhana-o-T'ala in the crest of air around the world,

there would be a hefty power which v'ould to,ist and break the veins and

muscles of the earth and the sky and would scatter all the elements. All

this u'ould happen duc to blowing of the Trumpet. The blov'er would

bc /zrali/AS, Allah Subhana-o-T'ala in the l-{oly Qarcn says

Lfr tS,riJ!;;llJ J, jXli-L- ,,0*', Atl.: ) ,,g'Jt; yi:U

(rrgtl t). i i l r l  i .r i  5bjpl. l- t  2 Al-
haqa-13. With this Holy Verse the grandeur of the authority of Allah

Subhana-o-T'alo is e'ident. When He would order Izrafi l\S to blow

the Trumpet, on his blowing it for the first t ime, there would be such a

hefty storm of wind that it would dislocate the entire universe and the

cal l  o f  
'Lamanal-ma1A'  

would be coming.  Then,  AI Iah Subhana-o-

lc1, Himself woul, ' l  ans\r'er, JL+aJl "L2irl d 
,..., rhe entire counrries

and the property are His, who is the most Furious ancJ Dominating.

Clause 6: The resurrection (m'aad) of the bodies:

In the preceding clause it is stated that, the condition of the earth and

the sky woukl I ' ie changed and would become defaced. The skies would

break, the stars woulcl fall, anr.i oceans woulrl dry out. The mountains

v'ould move frorn their places and u'ould become pieces. In short the
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universe would be spoiled. On this the mercy of Allah Subhana-o-

f'alc would become zealous and then He would order for blowing the

Trumpet the second time and on this the universe, *hich roas destroyed,

would come into existence again. All the dead g'ould come out from

their graves and Allah Subhana-o-T'ala v'ould say
-  - r ,  1 . r  !

thatrj lr+;r1+ll lt--tt '  
'on 

the Day of resurrection (you wil l) get

up from your graves . It means that Allah subhana-o-T'clo rvould

gather the articles and elements of the bodies and the sguls would enter

into their bodies. The physical resurrection depends on three things.

The first is that, it is possible that, the original body would take birth

again. The second is that, Allah Subhana-o-T'ala is capabl" of

producing all the possible things. The third is that, Allah subhana'L)-

T'ala \s having the Knowledge of all the minute details of the universe.

When these three things are proved, then the physical resurrection

(Hashr-e-Jismani) is also proved. The statement about the first issue ts

that, the revival of the original bodies is also possible. The philosop'hers

are of the opinion that the bodies would not be destroyed, but they

have agreed that, every body exists (Koin) and is vicious' But, they

have not said that, e,rery body is existing and extinct. Thus, with the

revival of the original bodies it would not mean that, the revival of an

extincr. Thus the conclusion is that, the revival of the original bodies is

possible. The second issue is proved with consensus that, AIIah

Subhana-o-T'a1c is capable of creating all the possible things. The third

issue is also evidenr that Allah Subhana-o-T'ala is having Knowledg"

of all the minute details of the universe because if He is not havrng

Knowledge of the rninute details of the universe then, the ignorance

would be proved. Ft P $i r dJt }t*;. w. have discussed this

matter to some exrenr in the issue of knowledge, which may be perused.

when Allah Subhana-o-T'ala is having the Knowledge of the minutc

details, then He is also capable of separating the physical parts of Zaid

from the physical parts of Omer and alro makes the relevant soul attach

to the concern body. When all these three issues are proved then, the

Physical resurrection is also proved. In the Holy Quran and the
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traditions whatever predictions are made about the physical resurrection

are nothing but the information about the possible matter. And that the

evidence of wisdom also proves it. When the truthful informer (the

ProphetpBuH) gives the news about a possible matter then, it

occurrence u c'uld become necessary. Thus, the occurrence of physical

resurrection is also necessary.

Clause 7: The Siraat (the bridge): AIIah Subhana-o-T'a1a says
2

-b.l lJ )l ts! .. l lJ. Th. commentators say that, the noun used in

Wardha is in feminine gender, though it turns towards the fire yet, it

means the Jaser of the heil. This /oser is meant for a bridge, which

vould be estab'l ished on the hell. Over this bridge all the human beings

irrespective of Prophets or Saints, believers or disbelievers would pass.

In the true traditions it is reported that, this bridge would be thinner

than the hair and sharper than the sword. Over this bridge the Prophets

would pass l ike l ightening, they would not feel any trouble. The

believers would also pass. with the blessings of Allah, l ike a wind. But,

the disbelievers would not 
'be 

able to pass and would fall into the hell.

The Mo'tazclah rejects the Sirccl (the bridge). They are of the view

that, its existence is unnecessary. It is their absurdity.

Clause 8: The Scale (Meezaa'1:

Allah Subhana-o-T'ala says 
-gnJt ,ri ' ' ;  bi-l l) (Al-QamtJa-6)

further he also says,
' :

€jtyct.:.r;.r Lt; 
-a*t)i*.t' 

J# ^41 lr+t.ii j. LU

(r- zrti l t)- qltr rrt i i .e., those,

the veight of .r,'hose good deeds would be heavier will be in the de.sired

luxury. But, those who would have lighter weight (of good deeds) "'oultJ

find their abode in the hell. With this scales (Meezon) it means that, rt

is a thing through which the status of the deeds is assessed. The

Mo'tazelah rejects the Meezan also. They say that, the deeds are not

bodies, then how can they be weighted and if AIIah knows their realit l ,

then their weighting is uncalled for. The answer to this is that, the

deeds would be measured and rveighted. Moreover, it is possible to
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weigh them, because there may be a separate scale for them' which is

not known to us. Moreover, by showing the weight of the deeds to the

performer, the performer vould get satisfied.

Clause 9: The Book of Deeds (Anal nama\:

On the Day of resurrection every man *ould hat e his Book of Deeds

in h is  hand.  Thus,  Al lah Subhana-o 'T 'c1a says,
(a-UUrll) {r*,-ql--grr*,1".{.-rF *r"; quf g11 ;"r trti

i .e., those who would be given their Book of Deeds in their right hand,

uould haue easy account ing

t;r.l 
uJ.a,,-1 

tS* -p r,-.JJJ a'4b ilS3qtf d1l .f lrtl

(Al-insheqa-10) and those, in whose hand the Book o{ De.ds would

be given from behind their back, would enter into heli. The Mo'tazelah

reject the Book of Deed, they are of the view that, handing over the

Book of Deeds to the servants is of no use. This view is absurd.

Because, though the deeds of the seryants are in the Knowledge of

Allah, yet Allah Subhana-o-T'ala had rested the decisions on the Day

of Judgment on the same basis, which are shown in the Shari 'a of the

ProphetpBuH. This method is matchless in silencing the accused (and

establishing the blame).

Clause 10: The Hell and the Heaven:

The Faith of the Ahle Sunnat is that, the Hell and the Heaven had

already been created, along vith the creation, ordered by Allah

Subhana-o-T'ala by saying 
'Kun', 

because in the Holy Quran Allah

has given the news about their creation. Thus, Allah Subhana-o'T'ala

says 
'the 

Heaven has been made ready for the pious'. AIIah Subhana'

o-T'ala further says that, 
' the 

hetl has been prepared for the

disbelievers'. Moreover, the episode of the AdamAS, vhich has been

reported at several places in the Holy Quran, is also a clear evidence of

the creation of the Heaven. But, there is no clear indication in any of

the Holy verses of the Quran about their location. Of course, ,4hlc

Sunnat have the Faith that the Heaven is located above the seven skies

beneath the'Arsh (the throne of Allah Suhhana'a-T'ala). Thtts, AIIah
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Subhana-o-T,ala ,u.,rr.JJLJl i:r t*,r;r .r+;rjrj-r- l;8. 
From the

true traditions it is evident that, the Sidrcl-ul-Muntha is located above
the seventh sky and beneath the'Arsh. The Prophet has said that, rhe
'Arsh 

of the merciful is the roof of the Heaven.

Hea,ren is a very vast place. Its width is like the width of skies and

the earth. Atlah ,oyr' *fJ!l1 ': i-Jt eJ*{ W-f . Mo'tazelaha
says that, the Heaven and the hell would be created on the Day of
Resurrection. Because, if both of them are already created then, there
existence of no use. Since, before the sanction of reward or the order of
punishment their existence is not necessary. Moreover, when the width
of the Heaven is equivalent to the width of the skies and the earth then,
the Heaven v'ould not exist rvithin the skies and the earth. The answer
to first objection is of two angles: the first is that, the existence of
Hearren and the hell now is not unnecessary, becarrse to the believers in
the grave the door of Heaven rvould be opened and they will be
enjoying the comforts of the Heaven. And in the graves of the
disbelievers the door of the hell would be opened and in the grave it self
they wil l be having the punishment. Hence, the existence of the Heaven
and the hell at this point is not unnecessary. The second reason is that,
with the Kalima of 

'Kun' 
all the bodies without exception have come

into existence. In the Holy Quran nowhere it is mentioned that, the
creation of the skies and the earth has been completed with the word of
'Kun' 

. But, the Heaven arrd the hell are exempted from it. Thus, this
view of the Mo'tazelah is absurd and whatever view is expressed by the
Ahle-Sunnal  is  the t ruth (Haq).

The answer to the second objection is that, the skies mean the sky
that is beneath the seventh sky and it is possible that, the seventh sky
may be wider than the skies beneath it.

Clause 11: The people who would enter into the Heaven would always
be in it. And the disbelievers would always be in the hell. Jahaz and
Abdullah Ambai are having the Faith that, Kafir-e-Maandh (the
rebellious disbelievers) would alwavs be in the punishment and those
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who are not in that category; vqould not be in punishment always. .Ifhe
opinion of the general Ahle Sunncl is that, a person v'ho rejccts for any

reason the lJnity of Allah Subhana-o-T'ala and the Prophethooci

would be condemned to hell. Thus, the Hnly Qur,rn and the true

traditions are eviclent for this.

Clause 12' There is a difference oi opinion about the fate of the

children of Mushrik (Polytheist) Imam Nodi in Shari 'a-e -i\ ' Iuslinr hacl

stated that, the , children of the polytheists are He avenly. Th"

Mo'tazelah says that, tho.se children wil l not be punished an<l they

would the seryants of the Heavenly people. The scholar Dau'ani in

Shan'a-e-Aqaid has stated that, the general '4hle-Sunnal have the

Faith that, the children of the Polytheists u,ould belong to the hell. Hz-.

KhuitajaRZ narrates that, 
' l  

asked the ProphetpBuH about the chil<lren

who died during the times of darkness. He answered that they are of

hell ' . Imam Aro^RH is silent about this matter. Imam Mohammcrl

bin Hassan $6;6on;RI/ has stated that. 
'no 

one vould be punished

unless commits the sins'. Moinuddin Naz/i in his'Motaqid' l ias stated

that, the view of the Ahle-Sunncl is that the childr"n of Polytheists are

the servants of the Heavenly people. Thus Mu11 a Abdul IIahim

Sigalhoti in Hashia-e-Shari ' a-e-Aqaitl-e-lalaali has stated about this.

It is our opinion that, this view is against the Quran because .41lch

,suyrtt{'lii f{:r-,,-lJ The view of Moinucldin .Nas/r is not correct. The

Hanafis have not made a final clecision on this is.sue.

Clause 13: The fountain oI Kauser

Allah says, Ol. Mohammcd, indeed we have granted Kauser to you. In

true traditions it is stated that. the Kauser means a fountain which ha.s

the width of nearly one month's journev (on the means available in

those days) its vater is purer than milk and sweeter than honey anrl

having the fragrance better than Musk. This fountain is in the Heaven.

Around it there woulcl be bowls more in number than the stars. The

Heavenly people would be sen'ed from this {ountain. If somebody drinks

even a single drop of water from it, w,ould never fecl thirsty again.
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Claurc 14: -The Heavenly people *oul d see Allah in the Heauen.

Thus, the ,Ahle-Sunnai are having this Faith. It is mentioned in the

Fiqa-e-Akber, the commentary of which is written by Mulla Ali-al-

Qari, that th believers would see Allah with the physical eyes without

a figure. Mo'tazelah and Shia do not accept this and interpret unduly

the Holy venes and Ahadith in u,hich the vision of Allah is indicated.

Since, we hlre already established the possibil i ty of vision ol Ban-e-

l" 'ala, hence we would not indulge in this topic again. Imam Abu

Shuhur Sa'a lami  inTamheed has stated that .  the v is ion of  Ban-e-T 'a la

to the angels is proved. Nloreov.r, the virgins of the Heaven and the

boys who attend to the virtuous in the Heaven (Chilmaan) are also

blessed with the Vision of Allah. Our vieu' is that in this issue there is

no final order nor Imam Abu Shukur has indicated about anv such

evidence.

t
:

t
t
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Chapter-VI I
(The Imaan)

Clause 1: Imoan (Faith) is that in which, one has to have Faith in the
Unity (rvehdat) of Allah Subhana-o-T'aLa and the Prophethood
(Mc'hommedpBLiH) in his heart ancl accept with his tongue that 

" 
I

bear v' i iness that, there is no god but Allah, and also I bear witness
that Mohammed is His servant and the Prophet". Moreover, whatever
ma[ters have ]reen stated in different chapters and clauses in this book,
to have Faith on them and also to accept them rvith the tongue. If
anyone rejects any of them, then it would be a blasphemy. For instance
if someone rejects the all Competent Creator (Sa'ana-e-Muqtaar) or
joins somebody in His Essence or Attributes or rejects the rvaboua or
rejects the Fundamentals of the Faith or rejects the matters on which
there is perfect consensus (l ima'-e-Qat'aie) or has the Faith that the
prohibited (Haram) are permissible (Halal), then he would become a
disbeliever. Moreover, one who rejects the clear text (N,soos- text
relating to the Holy Quran) would be a disbeliever. Apart from this if
one rejects the clear orders of the Quron, for instance, if one rejects the
vision of Bari-e-T'ala (Ruigat) or accepts that, the Holy Quran is a
creation (ivlaklooq) ancl also accepts the physical body of Bai-e-T'ala
then, he v'oulc.l become an innovator (Bidd'ati). Hence in Shari 'a-e-
Aqaid-e-Jalaol i  the same is  ment ioned.

Clause 2: The increase or the decrease of the Faith:
The Hanalis and the Shalois are having difference of opinion in this
issue. The Hano/rs say that, Imaan is the name of Essence of
acceptance (,\a1s,e -Icsdeeq).It is the reality in which there cannot be
any increase or decrease. They say that one u.ho gets the reality of
acceptance irrespective of the fact that, he happens to be an obedient or
a sinner there cannot be any change in his acceptance nor it wil l
increase or decrease. The gist of this discussion is that in the Essence of
Imaan with reference to its value there cannot be any change. This is
the Faith of the Honalrs. But, the Sfra./cis accept that the Imaan can
be stronger or weaker. That means with respect to the individuals there
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can be a difference with reference to its value. If it were not so then, for
instance the Faith of Zaid (consider) would be equivalent to the Faith
of the ProphetpBuH and this is clearly false. Allama Tuftazani has
discussed this issue very honestly. He in spite of being Sftc/ai had
made such a discussion on this issue, which would have been done by a
Hanafi Scholar. The Allama with his arguments has proved thar, the
issue relating to the increase or decrease of Imaan is a matter of
discussion only2.

Clause 3: The deeds (Amal) would not interfere in Imaan. On deep
consideration on the Holy Quran it is evident that, the deeds are
connected with the Faith. Thus, Allah Subhana-o-T'ala

I Jr.e r I sri..pj;h ;11
sdys r- ',, '- 'r' - 

. And it is evident that, there should be
combination (Mugagart) in between the two i.e., in the connecting and
the connected one i.e., Imaan and action (Matoof-o-matoofalhe). k is
also known that, the Imaan is the condition for the corrections of the
acts or deeds. Thus, Allah Subhana-o-T'ala

says -i/J. J^, €'tnJl*Jt ,r J* dlr. It is also evident that, the
condition would not be a part of the matter for which condition is made.
It is also evident that, in spite of giving up some of the deeds the Faith

be tntact. AIIah Subhana-o-T'ala

,uyrl-tHl jEi'lt d/ 0L!'tb it'. 
Fro- this holy Verse ir is eviclent

that, Allah Subhana-o-T'ala had called the warriors as the believers
(Momin). Had the action been a part of the Faith then, the part being
the condition the whole i.e., the Faith would also had become
conditional, whereas even after the war if the Faith is intact, then it is
evident that, the action is not a part of the Faith. The conclusion is that
the belief of Mo'tazelaft, that the action ('Amat) is a part of Faith
(lmaan) is false.

-- 
The bef ief of ,llahdu-is rsthat, Imaan mal increase ordecrease. ln thrs respect the promrsed

Mahdi^s has recited the Holy Verse in rvhich,1ilafi sard. 'when the Holv verse are recited their f arth
increases (8-2. '

-The Translator

would Thus,
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Clause 4: The Qadirga is of the view that, Faith (lmorzn) means the

source of spiritual knowledge (Maurit 'at). This view is false for various

reasons. The first is that, the people of book were having the knowledge

of the Prophethood of Mohamm.TPBUI I in the manner as they know

their own children but this knowledge was not sufficient for Faith. In

fact the Holy Quron stands witness for their being the disbelievers and

according to the consensus also they are disbelievers. The second reason

is that, certain people know that, the invitation of the ,Ncbouc by the

Prophet of Ailah'is true and also they have this belief in their hearts.

Yet, due to proud or enmity they rejected the invitation. Thus, Abu

Lahab and Abu Jahel were in this category. Moreouer, AIIah

subhana-o-T'o/o ,u1,r#1 
te';t '  '11 

kl"rt-qr. For these reasons it

is clearly evident that the bare knowledge (or recognition) is not

sufficient for the Faith. However, its acceptance and having belief on it

is necessary. Thus, those who have defined knowledge as Imaan are

wrong.

Clause 5: The Sr.rnni Sect says,' lmaan and Islam are one because

Islam means the acceptance of orders and Faith on them and this is the

real essence of Imaan. On the basis of these meanings there is

combination in Imaan and Islam i.e., there is no difference bet'x'een

them. But, if we consider the meanings of these words according to the

dictionaries then, there is no combination among them. This is the Faith

of Mo'tazelah and Hashuia. For this Faith they ha.'e brought the

evidence that, Allah Subhana-o-T'ala says

uUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU� 'r 
l-p o5 tl t-f I # LT ur ff r d-lri (Al-hajrrat-14). From

this Agat it is clearly evident that, the reality of Islam and Imaan is not

one. The answer to this is that, the Islam that is acceptable in Shori 'c-

e-Shareef cannot be founded without Imaan. But, the lslam that is

mentioned in the above Holy Verse is evident of submission apparently

and this is due to the reason that, for non-compliance of some of the

orders of Shari 'o the apparent submission should be a deterrent.

However, the general consensus of the Sunni Sect has the Faith that,
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the Islam and Imaan are one and among them there is inter dependence
and combination.

Clause 6: There is a difference of opinion on the issue that, one may
say'Cod wil l ing (/nshAllah) I am a believer', is correct or not. The
belief of scholars generally is that, if someone is having doubt about his
being a believer then, saying 

' lnshAllah 
I am Momin is a blasphemy.

If he is not having any doubt about his Imaan but, if says this sentence
due to respect or is having the thought that, the end of everyone is
known to Allah only and none is aware of it or submits his Faith
(lmaan) to the wil l of Allah Subhana-o-T'ala or with the view of the
purity of self or with the view that, his self (.Nc/s) should not become
self conscious, if says this sentence there is no harm. Yet, it is better
not to use this sentence with ones own tongue.

Clause 7: The submission of human beings or their disobedience is

dependent on the wil l (Mashigat) of Allah Subhana-o-T'o/o. Thus it is
possible that, an obedient person may end up as a disbeliever. It is also
possible that, a disobedient may end up as an obedient one.

Clause 8: There are two types of the believers (Momin). One is the
pious believer and the other is the sinner believer. The pious believer is
one who along with true Faith does good deeds and is known as pious.
This type of believer would get salvation (Najaat) due to the blessings
of Allah Subhana-o-T'alo because, Allah Subhana-o-T'ala had
promised to bestow the salvation to the pious belierrers. Thus, Allah
Subhana-o-T'ala says,

l51.: ,tptr k*l Cf .6y...:.:llr. fd {rb.JLaJt trl.i")t;eT;iJt 6r
(rr- j,tur)r5lr;pr

This promise, which has been made in several of the Holy verses, is
surely to be fulfilled with the blessing of Allah. Of course, there rs a
debate about the believers v'ho are not pious and are not known of good

deeds. Moreover, they committed the sins. For their salvation there is a
difference of opinion among the scholars. Such believers are known as
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Fasiq. Fasiq is a person who is discharged of the obedience of Allah

due to commitment of grave sins (CunAo -e-Kabira) or due to insistence

on any of the minor sins. In view of the scholars of Ahle Sunnol, the

innovator (Bid'dati) is also qrave sinner. Innovator means a person

whose Faith is against the Faith of the Ahle-Haq. Tl'te Faith crf the

Ahle Haq i.e., the Ahle Sunnat, rvhich is stated in the Shori 'a

Maqasid by Allahma Tultazani is that, the universe is a creation
(Hadis) and the Creator i3 ancient and is knoron with His Eternal

Attributes, which are neither Him self nor other than Him. His E.ssence

is one, there is no one analogous to l l im; There is none opposite to

Him: No one is a partner to Him; His essence is endless nor He has
any face or l imit. His essence is not mixed in anything. No creation is

established with his Essence: his Essence is free from movement or

transfer (lnteqal). He is not attributed with the qualit ies of ignorance

and defect. There is no abode (makan) for his essence nor there any

direction for his essence. Whatever He wants He does it; and rvhatever

He doesn't, He won't. He is not in need of anything; nothing is

mandatory or binding on Him; all the creations came into existence due

to the fate fixed by Him (Qaza-o-qodr) and are present according to

his desire and intention. I l l  deeds occur through Him yet He is not
pleased with them, nor He orders for them; physical resurrection,

torment of the grave, account, bridge (Sircrzl), weight (Meezan), HelI

and Heaven all are His creations. The disbelievers would be always in
the fire yet the Fasiq would not be there. Forgiveness and intersession
(Alu-o-Shafail) are facts (Hoq).The signs of the Day of Resurrection

such as, the appearance of Dajjal , Cog and Magog, descending of

/scAS, the dawn of the sun from the west, the appearance of the beast

from the earth, are all the matters of truth. AdamAS is first among all

the Prophets and Prophet MohammedPBUH 1. the last of the Prophets.

The first caliph (of the ProphetPBUH; is Abu Bakiz, after him

OmerRZ, then OsmanRZ und aher AIi MurtuzaRZ (are the caliphs).

One who had .the general belief on all these things as truth and hacl

Faith on their reality is Ahle Sunnat. And one who is not having this

Faith is a Fasiq and an innovator. The Allama had omitted certain
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beliefs in this list. For instance Allah T'ala had the knowledge of

minute details; the Holy Quran is not a creation and the servant of

Allah (Banda) is not a Creator of his deeds but he is the earner

(Kas;b) of those deeds. The Creator of those deeds is Allah Subhana-

o-T'ala and to have Faith on the angels and the Holy Scriptures. Apart

from these certain other matters are also omitted. The end result is that,

from the statement of the AIIama it appears that, the Ahle Sunnat

means those people *ho huve Faith on all the matters stated above.

The innovators are those who are not having Faith on the said matters

but are against all of therh or a few of them. If they were against all the

matters then, due to their opposition the rejection of the clear Quraruc
orders may be evident or it may not be evident. If due to this

opposition the rejection of the clear Quranic orders is evident then, due

to it they would fall in the category of blasphemers and if due to this

opposition or the rejection of the clear Quranic orders would not occur

but, they interpret such orders and if the example of such interpretation

is available in the Shori 'o and it would not lead to opposition of other

Quranic orders then, due to this interpretation they would not become

blasphemers or innovators. If the example of such interpretations are

available in the Shori'c but, such interpretations are against the other

Quranic orders then due to that interpretation their blasphemy is

evident. If the examples of such interpretations are not available in the

Shari 'a but the interpretation is not against the Quranic orders then, it

would become an exertion (l jtehad) but not an innovation (bidd'at). In

the second category also this would apply. In our opinion bidd'at means

the matter that is not having its fundamentals in the religion nor it falls

either under any basic law of the Mujtehdeen (the interpretations of the

four schools of thoughts) nor the person who is saying it, inspired by

AIIah or he himself is an interpretation. However, his intention is his

desire of self (Nc/s). Thus, the performer of such a deed would be

answerable and such order would be an innovation bidd'at- God knows

better.
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Clause 9: The belief of the follower (Muqalladeenl:

The majority of the scholars and experts of Fiqho are having the Faith

that the Imaan (Faith) of the 
'follower' (Muqall id) of any of the four

schools of thought is correct and acceptable. However, Shcihh Abul

Hasan Ashan and Mo'tazelah and majority of the theologians are

having the Faith that, the Imaan of the follower is not correct. The

general consensus (jamhor) of the scholars is that, the acceptance

should include the perfect Faith. In this manner there would not be any

view in the heart tb reject it or to oppose it. The followers
(Muqalideen) would have this type of acceptance. Thus, their Faith is

true and accepted. Moreover at t imes the acceptance would be found

without knou,ledge and cognizance. For instance we have Faith on the

prophets and the angels and the status of the Day of Judgment r.e.,

such ls physical resurrection, scales, accounts, the bridge etc. we have

not seen such things nor having the knowledge of their essence. Yet, we

have a decisive Faith in their existence i.e., the decisive Faith (Imoon)

(Yaqaueen-e-Jazim). Thus, u,ith Ahle Sunnat the Imaan of the

Muqall id is correct but it is an accepted difference between the Faith of

a scholar and a follower that, the Faith of the scholar would be detailed

and that of the follower woulcl be in eeneral.

Clause 10: The Faith of the Ahle Sunnat is that, if a Momin (true

believer) commits a sin even then, he would remain a Momin only. The

Khauarii say that he would become a blasphemer. The Mo'tazelah say

that, one who commits a grave sin is neither a LIomin nor a disL,eliever.

The reason for it is that, the Mo'tazelah and the Khaa,anj have

established the deeds as a part of the Faith. Unless the parts are

available the thing would not be present. The Sunnis say that, the

Imaan is just acceptance rvith heart. Since the cieeds are not included in

it their existence or nonexistence v'ould not have any effect on the

lmaon. Thus, Momin may commit a grave sin or a rninor sin it would

not be the reason for the decay on his Faith. Of course, the Nlomin

who had committed a grave sin is a Momin-e-Fasiq (a sinner believer).
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It is possible that Allah Subhana-ct-T'ala mav forgive him. t,ecause

Al lah Subhana-o-T 'a la in  the Holy '  Quron says that ,  
'He 

v 'ould

forgive all the sins excepting the Shirk' (joining anvone in the attributes

of  Al lah) .  Thus,  -4 l l  ah

,uyrtq,.r.J.5}i i l . l : 
lrA.l 4-J:i.otjr i{) rIJt gt. It is eviclent

from this Agat Lhat Allah Subhana-o-T'ala rv,.ruld fc,r:give all the sins

excepting Shirk. Since, it is promised, then it would be fuif i l ied

certainly. Thus, the statements of the Khawarij that 
'the 

Mornin-e-

Fasiq (a sinner believer) is disLreliever' anrl the statement of the

Mo'tazelah that 
'the 

sinner believer is neither a believer nor a

disbeliever', are completely false.

Clause 11: The general belief of the Ahle Sunncl is that, the Momrn-

e-Fasiq v,ould be throw'n into the fire and after getting the 6runishment
with the blessing oI Allah Subhana-o-T'a1a would be rem,.,. 'e irom it

and would be sent into the Heaven. Certain verse s ,.,f thc I-J.l, l ,r

Scripture are evident that, the person rvho had rejected .4liah Subhana-

o-T'ala and had disobeyed Him u'ould only enter into the hell. Thus,

AIIah subhana-o-T'ala says Ji : '-'rj' 4;jJt ;ijrl ancl also

uF t_f-Jt 1py't .sj'-Jt;t , ,
i .e., on the day of Resurrecti,rn humility and

the evil would be with the disbelievers only. N{oreouer, Allah says

/iu rI" rt;! r;Jri ;;u 6*-,;'Wf #L Cl t# tsr dt

6- -ILlt) - ; Jxo j t I ,.,t !r i,,-J ;./ djt Jir, Ui ; eK lsrrn
-e-Malik-9) i.e., whenever, an army (group) of people enters into the

hell then the administrators of the hell would ask them that, 
'had 

no onc

came to threaten you (they would say that) the one who threatens camc

to us but we have rejected him (the angels) w'ould asked that, and that

nothing was revealed too you from Allah) And ulso wil l say that voir

are clearly on the wrong path.'All thes" three verses are evident of ts.-,

things. One is that on the day of Resurrection the humility would be [,:r

the disbelievers only and the other thing is that, in the hell only those
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people n'ouiri enter who hacl turned away their faces irom Allah
Subhana-r'-T 

'olc 
and had rejected Him (All,rh knows beuer).

Clause 12: The sins of the sinners (minor or grave) ,l l lah Subhana-o-
T'ala may forgive on repentanct (Tau,ba) c.rr without repentance also.
Horvever, he would not forgive the Shirk (polytheism). It has been
discussed earlier. Allah Subhana-o-T'ala says in the Holy

Qurant .+* v iiJl/-- dlt ;t. Further He says,

F+" i 'b  . -1,  - r tJ  a-Jn�  l i l  -&2 !  g  
. l t  is  t les i rable r l rar .  for  rn inor  s ins

,' i l inh may have the impeachment (Muakhaza). Thus, Allah

.n1,., bbl )l i;:s ); o;,-a JJql. The end resuh is that since
Allah Subhana-o-T'ala is authoritatively active, would act according ro
His wi l l  and p leasure.  Mdlc.zc lah says that ,  

'A l lah 
Subhana-o-T 'a la

u,ould not forgive the grave sins rvithout repentance'. Their vierv is
wrong, since the forgiveness, mercy, pardoning ,rre Il is attributes. Thus,
the names such as, Caloor, Cof{or, Raheem. Rahman, Rcoof are
evident about this matter. If the effect of such attributes were dependent
on repentance and if t ire re6rentance becomes the reason for activating
such attributes, then such attributes would become possible and the
Essencc of Allah Subhana-o-T'ala u'c,uld become subject to the
possibil i t l ,. This is false. Thus, the effecr of such attributes is not
dependent on repentance and this is the belief of Ahle-Sunnat.

Clause 13: The repentance as a mandatory deed:
It is a mandatory rleed (Wajib) to repent. Thus, Allah

surtltara-o-T',tla ruu.L*i{i^ljl Jr rlitPT jijl t{Hl t{ 
If any

believer v,ere not repenting, then he u'ould become a sinner. Since, not
acting on a mandatory deecl is a sin. For this reason only the schc,lars
have c,trncluded that, the rel.rentance is a permanent praver (lbcdat-e-

lvlustiqla). l-hus, if anyone commits the sin after repentance then, it
would not null i l l '  the repentance already done. The acceptance of the
repentance is  as per  the melcy and rv i l l  o f  A l lah Subhona-o-T 'a1a.  Yet ,
it is necessarl to have the belief that. .since Allah Subhana,<'t-T'alo is
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merciful with his mercy and kindness would accept the repentance

Thus, Holy Quransays 
gLi-Jl 

;ret1alc)tre ;P l,.Jl J.i' dJl 0l

Clause 14: The implementation of Do's and Don'ts
Maroo f, Na h i - Ani I - Mun ki r'1 z

(Amar-bil-

The people who are aware with the orders relating to the

Shan'a should order for the implementation of the deeds, which are
ordered for implemehtation by AIIah Subhana-o-Ta!'a and should stop

the occurrence of the deeds whicir are prohibited. If a deed were

mandatory (Wajib) then its order would also become mandatory. If a

deed were permissible then its order would also be permissible
(Masnoon). Similarly if a prohibited deed is Haram, then its prevention

would also become mandatory and if i t were undesirable (Mahrooh)

then its prevention would be a desirable deed. The condition for this is

that ,  due to Antcr-b i l -Maroof  or  Nahi-Ani l -Munki r  ( implementat ion of

Do's and Don' ts)  there should not  be an1'spreading of  mischief .  I f

there is a doubt that mischief would spread then it is preferred that one

should sit in his house and should not go out without necessity. If there

is a fear of being killed then, the tovn may be left.

Amar-bil-Maroot Nahi-Anil-Munkir does not mean rhat, the
hidden secrets of others should be searched out because Allah savs

that, 
'should 

not spy.' 
l .r-" '*rl1

It is the blessing of Allah Sublnna-o-T'o1a that, this booklet

has been completed.

*rJt"tt V"l d a..'.Jt gt utyt ;1 1


